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ABSTRACT
Digital pollution concerns the pollution of new technologies through the global functioning of
the Internet network, the manufacture of digital tools, and their uses. Digital ecology is a central
axis to develop to rationalize the usage, promote the reduction of energy consumption, and
guarantee the ecological transition. This work explores how activists in the digital ecology field
can overcome challenges and develop strategies to promote digital pollution among consumer
goods companies and their ecosystems, fostering a more sustainable digital use. To do so, the
author has used a qualitative method based on four interviews. The findings reveal that adverse
brand contexts can partner to promote digital ecology. Activists act as a consultant for brands,
teaching them about their role in the concept, bringing mutual benefit in terms of knowledge
and opportunities and leading to a partnership.

KEYWORDS: Digital Pollution, Activism, Digital Ecology, Digital sobriety, Digital
Sustainability, Eco-conception
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RESUMO
A poluição digital diz respeito à poluição de novas tecnologias através do funcionamento global
da rede Internet, da fabricação de ferramentas digitais e de seus usos. A ecologia digital é um
eixo central a ser desenvolvido para racionalizar o uso, promover a redução do consumo de
energia e garantir a transição ecológica. Este trabalho explora como ativistas no campo da
ecologia digital podem superar desafios e desenvolver estratégias para combater a poluição
digital entre empresas de bens de consumo e seus ecossistemas, promovendo um uso digital
mais sustentável. Para isso, o autora utilizou um método qualitativo baseado em quatro
entrevistas. As conclusões revelam que contextos adversos de marcas podem ser parceiros para
promover a ecologia digital. Os ativistas atuam como consultores de marcas, ensinando-lhes
sobre seu papel no conceito, trazendo benefícios mútuos em termos de conhecimento e
oportunidades e levando a uma parceria.

PALAVRAS CHAVE: Poluição Digital, Ativismo, Ecologia Digital, Sobriedade Digital,
Sustentabilidade Digital, Eco-concepção
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the time, people believe that pollution of the oceans, deforestation and burning fields
sending toxic particles into the air are the main acts contributing to their planet's destruction
(Williams, 2019). However, there is another form of pollution that is drastically growing: digital
pollution. Usually, people believe that digital transformation positively impacts the
environment by using online readers and magazines, reducing paper consumption and,
therefore, wood. But that's where they are wrong: Digital technologies account for around 4%
of global carbon emissions (Project T. S., 2018), thus making digitalization the 6th largest
polluter worldwide. Most of the pollution from digital technologies stems from the widespread
use of digital technologies, cloud services, and energy-intensive data centers (Efoui-Hess,
2019). Society uses its computers and smartphones 24/7, leaving a considerable ecological
footprint behind (Occurence, 2018). They cannot go back and eradicate digitalization, but
instead, they need to learn how to use and work with it sustainably.
The situation brings them now to an era where digital technology is everywhere. It
allows society to access information more quickly and assists in their daily tasks. Nowadays,
all jobs have been created and adapted around this new tool, preparing the young population
for it, 60% of people in the world are connected, and the network of their smartphone is
available even in nature. It shows the omnipresence of digital devices in today's world. The
COVID-pandemic strongly accelerated the digital transformation, pushing them to find new
solutions to communicate, consume, work, inform and entertain themselves (Project T. S.,
2018).
Beyond these new digital uses, the sanitary pandemic has also made mentalities evolve
in the ecological emergency. Digital sobriety is the new term to point out that there is a way of
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conceiving digital technology, considering its environmental impact (Project T. S., 2018). Even
though digital technology is very dematerialized, hardware and software infrastructures
consume vast amounts of energy and are not manufactured in an environmentally friendly way.
However, it is possible to enjoy the digital world with less luxury and waste without punishing
society. Consequently, it is necessary to link the ecological and digital transitions. Digital
sobriety, therefore, requires "eco-gestures," as much from the hardware side as from the
software side. As such, digital transformation has simplified life, and today, society speaks of
what we call digital ecology, defined as the discipline that studies the environmental impact of
the various ecosystems linking humans and digital technology to limit the harmful effects on
the environment (Occurence, 2018).
Since the health crisis began in 2020, two global trends have emerged (Trendsformative,
2021): the evolution of digital technologies among big corporations and the emergence of more
excellent environmental protection. Both directions are linked together as digital transformation
gives the means to reduce greenhouse gas emissions while at the same time technology
threatens climate change. Thus, big corporations are starting to act, even the European Union
(EU). For instance, the EU introduced three directives to provide a framework for the sector:
'Restriction of hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment (ROHS) in 2002,
'Batteries' in 2006, and 'Eco-design' in 2009. However, the challenge stays colossal and needs
support from influential technology leaders such as Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, and
Microsoft (Trendsformative, 2021).
Moreover, consumers are also vast digital technologies users and should consider their
digital environmental impact and fight digital pollution. Nevertheless, in the case of this
dissertation, the two types of organizations analyzed are non-governmental organizations
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(NGO) and Business consumers brands (B2C). Both have different ways of communicating,
thinking, and working:
First, NGOs can be interpreted in many ways. Generally, they are defined as non-profit,
private organizations that operate without any government control. Either they are operational,
focusing on the implementation of development projects, or they are advocacy ones, which in
our case is more relevant, as they defend or promote a defined cause by influencing public
policy and society (Folger, 2021). The chosen NGO tries to promote digital ecology among the
community, professionals, and the government in our case. Indeed, NGOs play a considerable
role in this whole digital pollution war. Activists are prone to digital devices and social media
platforms to communicate on digital pollution worldwide. Those tools reduced geographical
and temporal barriers in disseminating information and sharing content to a large audience,
benefiting NGOs to speak about their cause. The goal is to create a space for sharing ideas and
initiatives

among

individuals,

achieving

effective

activism

while

cultivating

an

environmentally sustainable future (Jacqmarcq, 2021). However, NGOs need to get credibility
and reputation to engage successful corporations to communicate on a cause (Cajoly, 2017),
digital pollution.
Second, Business-to-consumer brands (B2C) are, in this case, also an essential player
in the ecosystem. For social topics such as digital ecology, in this work, I will develop how they
can communicate about it to their consumers, which are probably mostly not aware of the topic.
Moreover, like consumer brands, they are advanced in technology in manufacturing and
communication with consumers and thus have compelling experiences with their consumers.
Finally, concerning the relationship and link between both, it can be defined as adverse
brand contexts, as neither NGOs nor B2C brands have the same values or promote the same
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products. The latter is the challenge of the whole dissertation: studying a consumer brand whose
marketing communication uses heavy digital technologies and infrastructures, thus finding out
how to adapt and communicate about a sustainable digital approach promoted by the NGO in
the consumer sector.
Throughout the dissertation, the implementation and evaluation of brand
communication strategies between NGOs and B2C brands will be addressed in the result section
by analyzing the processes and challenges of the digital ecology pioneer Digital For The Planet
and the fast-moving consumer brand Coca-Cola HBC. The effectiveness of a collaborative
relationship in adverse brand contexts will be studied by asking ourselves the following
questions: How can NGOs promote less digital pollution in negative brand contexts? How can
consumer brands act more digitally sustainable while keeping their technological advances and
customer experience?
This work addresses the literature on digital pollution, ecology, and existing sustainable
initiatives to explore these questions. Second, it presents the methodological approach. Third,
it offers the findings, describing the challenges and strategies to promote digital ecology in
consumer goods companies. Fourth, it discusses the feasibility of fighting digital pollution in
consumer goods companies. Finally, it concludes and suggests future research directions to
propose a starting point for collaboration between activists and corporations.

14

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the following part, I first want to review relevant literature on digital pollution to define the
initiative and establish the context of our work. We would focus on the digital ecology and
potential sustainable strategies adapted to it for a second time. The idea is to identify existing
theories and concepts that could be applied and valuable to implementing digital ecology in the
fast-moving consumer goods industry.

2.1 Digital pollution
2.1.1

Definition

Digital pollution refers to all forms of pollution caused by new technologies: greenhouse gas
emissions, chemical pollution, erosion of biodiversity, production of electronic waste. Most of
this pollution occurs when the equipment is manufactured (and not when we use it). Fighting
against digital corruption means using fewer computer objects first and making them last longer
(Greenpeace, 2021).
Nowadays, 16% of the world's electricity consumption is already digitally generated
and will grow by 50% in 2020. The web and its 2.5 billion users are responsible for 4% of
global CO2 emissions in 2019. For instance, according to Inès Leonarduzzi, CEO of Digital
For the Planet, "Digital pollution emits as many greenhouse gases as civil aviation!". To give
a perspective, if the internet were a country, it would be the third-largest electricity consumer
in the world (Courtois, 2019).
The primary air pollution caused by digital technology is due to excessive carbon
dioxide emissions from data centers (Bihanic, La pollution numérique en France, 2016). These
are digital equipment that are located around the world, and which contain many computer
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servers. These servers store our data, such as our emails or pictures. They are linked, using a
fiber-optic network to the internet to ensure that every user gets the best possible connection
(Diguet, 2019). The Shift Project working group has estimated that data centers will consume,
in 2025, 25% of the world's electricity (Project T. S., 2018). Indeed, a data center needs a
constant supply of electricity, so it is very energy intensive. This electricity often does not come
from renewable energy sources, and it is therefore produced from fossil fuels (Haddad, 2019).
They are generally accompanied by equipment to avoid an electrical failure, such as a second
power supply, batteries, and oil emergency generators (Diguet, 2019).
Each user is also responsible for this digital air pollution. Sending an email, with or
without attachment, making a query on a search engine, or watching a streaming video is a
source of energy consumption. For instance, Harvard's Alex Wissner Gross and the MIT Media
Lab have realized a study on the CO2 consumption of a Google query and had estimated it at 7
grams of CO2, which is equivalent to "half of what it takes to heat a cup of tea" (Flipo, 2013).
The white paper on the digital pollution of emails, produced by Cleanfox (Cleanfox,
2019), indicates that the carbon footprint of an email without an attachment is on average 10g
of CO2. An email consumes as much as a 60-watt bulb that would stay on for 25 minutes with
an extension.
2.1.2

Environmental Digital pollution

Air pollution is a type of pollution defined by an alteration of the purity of the air by one or
more substances or particles present in sufficient concentrations and for enough time to create
a toxic or ecotoxic effect (techno-science.net, 2021). Digital air pollution is, therefore, the
elements that will be released into the air, water or air, water or soil during the manufacture,
use, and end of life of digital equipment. Thus, the importance of studying the life cycle of
those digital devices, from manufacturing to recycling:
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2.1.2.1 Manufacturing
A Green IT study published in October 2019 highlighted that the 34 billion smartphones,
computers, game consoles, and televisions on the planet occupy a central place in the impact
on the environment. It takes 80 times more energy to produce a gram of a smartphone than a
gram of a car (Greenpeace, 2021). However, their use is not the biggest issue. 90% of the energy
consumed by a smartphone is generated during its manufacture (Taibi, 2019). The construction
of IT tools impacts the number of natural resources available. These raw resources are not
renewed as fast as we consume them. Every year, Global Footprint Network, in partnership
with the WWF, calculates the "day of overshoot," i.e., the date from which we have consumed
all the resources that the earth can produce in one year. Their study shows that it would take
1.75 Earths to meet the needs of humanity (WWF, 2021). 35% of the digital industry's
greenhouse gas emissions will be due to the manufacturing of user terminals in 2025. The
energy intensity of the digital sector is increasing on average by 4% per year (Grizzlead, 2020).
There have been more than 14 billion active smartphones in the world in 2020. That's more
than there are human beings worldwide (Sojae, 2020).
As Inès Leonarduzzi shares in her book "Réparer le Futur," there is not only a harmful
environmental impact in the manufacturing of devices but also a health issue. Indeed, the use
of such metals in production is carcinogenic. Cobalt, for example, causes lung and heart disease.
Lithium is harmful to aquatic organisms when it meets nitrogen, oxygen, and water particles in
the air. But above all, the extraction of these rare metals requires the deforestation of entire
regions to dig the mines. So once again, the environmental side comes out, destroying
ecosystems (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
Moreover, there is also a substantial social impact of devices worldwide, especially on
women. Inès states that women are "the first victims of the crises, whether economic, ecological
or climatic," suffering the most from climate change, especially in developing countries. She
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gives the example of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), where women must go to fields
to gather enough water for their families instead of working. The latter appears to be the same
for girls who must skip school (Leonarduzzi, 2021), as digital tools mobilize 76% of the scarce
resources and 84% of the water on which digital technology feeds during their manufacture,
which is tremendous (Mann, 2019). Besides, in any crisis, women and girls are also the first
victims of violence (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
Showing the considerable harm, the manufacturing of digital devices creates in terms
of environmental, health, and social impact. However, using those devices also has another
crucial impact on nowadays' environment and society.

2.1.2.2 Usage and consumption
As mentioned previously, the manufacturing part of digital devices stays the most harmful one
among all the value chain features. However, the usage and consumption of those devices are
to be considered, being the basis of our daily routine.
Digital technology has indeed taken the reins of our daily lives, as Inès says: "Today,
my day does not pass without the Internet being the interface between the world and me"
(Leonarduzzi, 2021). We have all become 'Homo digitalis' (Saxberg, 2015). Inès states it well
once again in her book by telling her daily routine:
"From my tea, which I order online in the morning to avoid waiting in line at the local
bakery, to my team, which I warn on Work Chat that I'll be late after all, to the Free
Now I use to cross Paris. It's Deliveroo that will bring me my lunch via very friendly,
often poorly paid, and poorly protected humans on bicycles that we can now call
"HaaS." Instagram oversees telling me, all day long, how much I'm loved, and Twitter
keeps me up to date with the latest controversies in vogue. LinkedIn helps me build my
network and grow my business. Tonight, to take my mind off things, I'll be streaming an
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episode of House of Cards on Netflix, which I've already seen ten times. And then there
are my essentials: my contraception, which I don't forget thanks to the "iPilule" app,
Petit Bambou, when my morale is low, Messenger to chat with my mother, WhatsApp
with my friends in New York, Telegram with the MPs" (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
We could go on for several pages, showing how dependent we have indeed become on
these digital tools daily. Inès even talks about the "new digital rich syndrome," and we all suffer
from it: "we use the natural resources of the planet for the least of our activities, whether they
are useful or perfectly futile" (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
However, talking about digital usage, we can't forget the primary air pollution caused
by digital technology due to the excessive release of carbon dioxide from data centers (Bihanic,
La pollution numérique en France, 2016). These are digital facilities that are located all over
the world and contain many computer servers. These servers store our digital data, such as our
emails or images. With the help of fiber optics, they are connected to the internet network to
ensure that each user gets the most optimal connection possible (Diguet, 2019).
These data centers have an unquenchable thirst, given that they require large amounts
of water for the air conditioning systems needed to cool the servers, analyzed American
journalist Drew Fitzgerald in 2015. For example, the 800 data centers in California require the
same amount of water as the equivalent of 158,000 Olympic swimming pools annually. Not to
mention the electricity it takes to turn that water into air conditioning. To put it another way, a
medium-sized data center requires some 400 million tons of water per year to cool the
machines, equivalent to the annual water needs of three hospitals (Leonarduzzi, 2021). The
latter shows the intensity of energy consumed by those data centers. The Shift Project task force
has estimated that data centers will consume 25% of the world's electricity by 2025 (Project T.
S., 2018).
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Indeed, the usage of those digital devices generates substantial air pollution into the
atmosphere. Let's continue with the last part of their life cycle, recycling, a crucial sustainable
topic nowadays.

2.1.2.3 Recycling
The environmental impact of digital devices is the most discussed topic, especially when we
talk about the consumption of materiality and how it is recycled. In the book “Réparer le futur,
du numérique à l’écologie” from Inès Leonarduzzi, she states that we don't know how to recycle
(Leonarduzzi, 2021). In 2017, 835 million pieces of electronic equipment were placed on the
French market, an equivalent of 1.8 million tons of waste electrical and electronic equipment.
That's 186 times the weight of the Eiffel Tower (Diguet, 2019). A considerable part of the
electronic waste is not being recycled (Flipo, 2013). Indeed, the materials present in WEEE
(Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) need to be extracted with methods such as
incineration or even landfill. Some materials are also sent to less developed countries that dump
the waste at sea or add it to landfills. These landfills pay illegal workers (usually women or
children) to burn the waste without protection (Moulin A.M., 2018).
There are many reasons why humans struggle to consider resource reuse, optimization,
and energy conservation properly. First, we are used to thinking that ecology and economy are
antinomic, which is not valid. We only need to look at the etymology to see the similarity
between the two words. "Ecology" meaning "the study of the habitat," a term derived from the
ancient Greek' oikologos', and "Economy" representing "the management of the habitat,"
derived from 'oikonomia.' The economist François Quesnay, founder of the first school of
economics, even said that he was opposed to the fact that the state intervenes in the economic
sphere because it is governed by natural laws like physical laws (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
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Secondly, Inès describes it well, and we suffer from what is called 'egomaniac, which
means an excess of ego combined with a lack of imagination. Many people lack this
imagination. The psychoanalyst Cornelius Castoriadis defines this as a human impulse called
"the instituted social imaginary." The lack is, according to him, because we separate philosophy
from science. Indeed, humanity seeks to dominate nature, putting the ecosystems at our service.
Yet as Inès said: "We are an ecosystem in our own right" (Leonarduzzi, 2021). Inès brings in
her book funny anecdotes about emperors recycling any type of resources, using imagination
to generate profit in their businesses. Thus, circular economy and recycling have existed for
over 2000 years, and there is no excuse not to continue adopting them in our era (Leonarduzzi,
2021).
2.1.3

Digital Intellectual Pollution

There are other types of digital pollution to be theorized and then contained if we want to invent
a sustainable digital world for all. Without intelligence, we cannot act in favor of anything and
even less for the environment. Intellectual digital pollution is a dynamic concept, which evolves
according to the economic and social contexts. Badly used digital technologies taint our
intellectual capacities in many ways. Inès Leonarduzzi evokes three realities that she has seen
during her conferences and meetings: electronic illiteracy, digital addictions, and cognitive
disorders related to hyper connection (Leonarduzzi, 2021). However, for this thesis, we will
only briefly discuss the electronic illiteracy one, as this supports the inequality aspect of digital
tools, despite their environmental, health, and societal impact.
Electronic illiteracy is a concept given by Elisabeth Noël (Desjardins, 2000) and lacks
necessary knowledge in electronic information. Illiteracy affects all people who have not been
able to learn digital tools. It is the obligation that society imposes on all people to acquire the
positive experience that digital tools bring us without considering their conditions and life paths
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(Charmarkeh, 2015). This term concerns, for example, the elderly who are in a difficult
situation to carry out their administrative procedures because they have never been using a
computer. They are, however, people who are integrated with society (CSA, 2019).
It states the lack of information for society to understand the positive and negative sides
of digital pollution today. People are blind since digitalization exists and thus creates
unnecessary problems to handle besides the other kinds of pollution the world faces. This brings
us to discuss the digital societal pollution devices convey, which must be brought to understand
better the concept and how solutions could be found.

2.1.4

Digital societal pollution

The notion of digital societal pollution is about data sovereignty issues. With the arrival of
social networks, users have discovered the possibility of sharing their pictures, memories, or
opinions. It is a means of communication that opens us up to our friends and family, who might
be in a different country than us. This data can also be found in the public sphere and even be
used for commercial or fraudulent purposes, such as hacking issues or publicly accessible
information.
We have seen this with the debates on the protection of personal data, which have taken
place in recent years, with the most prominent companies such as Facebook. Indeed, the
Facebook-Cambridge Analytica scandal, dating from March 19, 2018, which revealed to have
used the personal data of Facebook users without their consent, had questioned the protection
of our data (Manokha, 2018). It is a notion that is very well defined by this quote: "if it is free,
you are the product." Indeed, when we visit a website, we leave data that are interesting for
companies. For example, our searches on a search engine will tell the website what the user
wants. This data will be resold to send advertising to this user adapted to the investigation he
made. Our geolocation data often activated in our digital equipment, is also used to create a
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user profile. This data allows us to know the travel, consumption, behavioral habits, or even the
social relationships of a potential customer (Mouron, 2020). The monetization of data is now
the standard practice of companies. Our information is collected and then resold to propose
advertisements corresponding to the user and pushing to consumption. Indeed, it is easier to
sell a product when you target the people most likely to buy. Besides, Digital has changed the
way recruiting is done. Indeed, our presence on social networks can compromise an interview
proposal. Sometimes, because of compromising pictures posted by users themself or by one of
their relatives. At other times, the first phase of recruitment can be carried out with the help of
an algorithm that sometimes has discriminating criteria such as the company's desire for the
candidate to have completed their schooling in the highest schools (Acquisti, 2015). Our data
is then used to define our aptitude to work in a company.
Because of data sovereignty and the connected isolation digitalization creates, digital
societal pollution becomes a problem. As Inès Leonarduzzi explains so well in her book, the
very notion of solitude is being transformed. Before the arrival of digital technology in our
lives, we were alone. For instance, going off alone to explore Asia for three months meant
cutting yourself off from your loved ones, your work, your whole life. Only when you came
back from your trip could you share pictures, emotions, and memories. Nowadays, with social
networks, one can never live alone. You are at the same time at the end of the world and
connected to the place of departure. The simple fact of knowing that others are waiting for news
of our trip in real-time induces a different behavior on our part:
"We build a digital avatar, characterized by a behavior, an attitude, a schedule to keep
that we might have defined differently if we did not have to be socially validated in realtime" (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
All that shows the multiple aspects digital pollution has on nowadays' society, is not
only environmental but also intellectual and societal. Once impacts are better understood, it is
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crucial to bring up the solution to it, which would, in that sense, be digital ecology. In the
following section, digital ecology will be explained and illustrated with numerous examples,
supporting the reader with most of the knowledge to be best prepared for the methodology part.

2.2 Digital ecology
2.2.1

Definition

Digital ecology is based on the definition of sustainable development 1992 by the United
Nations at the Earth Summit, saying that digital technology is rarely recognized as a polluting
industry. The objective of digital ecology is, in the first place, to make the digital less impactful
on the environment with principles such as web eco-design or the reconditioning of equipment.
Secondly, to publicize the pollution that digital technology brings to the most significant
number of people with training courses, workshops, etc. or conferences, but also with the help
of social networks, which remains a tool of the daily and therefore allows access to many people
(Planet, 2017).
The ecological footprint of the digital economy is actual: users, manufacturers,
technology service companies, each one of them have their impact, and much more effort seems
to be needed to make sustainable development and the digital economy ecologically
compatible. While the technology giants are committed to achieving 100% renewable energy
targets, they are not committed to limiting the amount of data stored and processed and are
pushing the digital economy towards even more data. Content produced and stored; however
useless it may be. As each web player has its share of responsibility in this over-consumption
of data, what collective or individual contribution will we decide to regulate practices and
reduce the impact of digital technology on the planet? (Roseetverte, 2020).
Digital ecology responds to the planet and the climate crisis we are going through and
responds to consumers increasingly looking for more respectful consumption of the
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environment. Therefore, there must be a definition of digital ecology so that every person or
company has documentation with good practices to adopt. Sound practices are actions that can
help limit the environmental cost of our daily use of the web. We can quote the removal of red
emails, which would allow a decrease in our carbon footprint of 10 grams of CO2 per year per
email (Cleanfox, 2019). The tool proposed by Cleanfox helps us to achieve this task. It also
suggests unsubscribing from the newsletters that remain the least read emails, according to
Cleanfox.
After briefly explaining the concept, let's link it to the previously discussed aspects of
digital pollution: digital air, intellectual and societal pollution. It is essential to get an idea of
the potential solutions bringing greater sustainable numerical use worldwide.

2.2.1.1 Digital ecology applied to digital air pollution
Technology evolves very quickly so that many services and some applications do not work on
devices that are only a few years old, becoming obsolete. For example, WhatsApp is not
available for iPhones older than 3GS. And let's not forget the attractive offers, which push
consumers to buy a new cell phone while their old one is still working (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
But if we want to change, we can, at least, drop off the old device in recycling workshops or a
collection point, like in France Les Ateliers du Bocage: repair workshops founded by Emmaüs
which, beyond reducing greenhouse gas emissions, create jobs. In 2018, more than 200,000
phones were recovered, most of which were sent for recycling (Lamoureux, 2018). Having
brought the recycling focus of digital ecology, here as well a great example illustrating the
consequences possible to make a greener impact: With time, the world is adapting to digital
ecology, even in the sports industry, with the example of the Olympic Games 2021 in Japan:
On this occasion, in 2016, the Japanese Olympic Committee had pledged to manufacture the
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5,000 Olympic medals from the metals from the electronic waste of Japanese households. A
national effort that has led to the pride of the organizing committees of the Olympics and that
of Japanese citizens, aware of contributing to their country's influence and becoming, in some
way, "athletes of recycling" (Leonarduzzi, 2021).
It is only a matter of willingness to change digital ecology by improving our sustainable
digital habits and finding ever more outstanding innovative solutions. To achieve it, Ines
mentioned in her book that with the new knowledge, it is "our" responsibility to put 'purchasing
power' and 'purchasing knowledge' on the same level:
"In the same way that we can read the origin of our meat, our vegetables and the
detailed composition of the ready-made meals we buy, wouldn't it be interesting to be
able to read on the back of a smartphone or electronic device packaging, its
composition, the metals used as well as the places where it was manufactured?"
(Leonarduzzi, 2021).
This states the first possible improvement for a better sustainable numerical use of digital
devices from the environmental aspect. Initiatives to fight the air pollution created by
digitalization have existed for years and continued by motivated and dedicated people. It is only
a matter of education, which we are going to discuss throughout the research.
To start discussing the education aspect of digital ecology, the NGO DFP has built
awareness of the concept with the support of public authorities and the drafting of new laws.
For instance, the law n°2014-856 of July 31, 2014, or Article L. 117-1 of the Consumer Code,
authorizes, for example, any consumer to ask the manufacturer, producer, or distributor for
information on the social conditions of manufacture of products sold to the general public. This
is one of the areas where Inès is vigorously working with Digital for The Planet: supporting the
drafting of applicable laws and assessing the capacity to measure their impact in concert
(Leonarduzzi, 2021).
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When talking about digital air pollution, a crucial aspect of studying as well is data
centers. Researchers worldwide are trying to reduce the power consumption of servers. Being
one of the first areas of digitalization, professionals focus on developing techniques such as
creating cold corridors: cold air is blown directly onto the front of the servers to cool them,
while hot air is sucked out towards the ceiling. With low-temperature resources, free cooling
can also cool the hot air naturally from the machine (Leonarduzzi, 2021).

Finally, we could spend hours discussing all the solutions in hand to fight digital air
pollution. Still, an exciting aspect Inès is evoking to close this section is the biomimetic
approach, which designates the innovation process directly inspired by natural ecosystems. This
is something scientists are studying to bring nature and Digital together in a fruitful and
meaningful way. It leads to bio-inspiration in architectural design, for example, theorized in
1998 by Janine M. Benyus. If we compare our nature to technologies, animals have a
fascinating aspect: the "energy margin." Let's take the example of the bear hibernating to
compensate for the lack of available food by reducing its energy expenditure. They do not have
this margin compared to digitalization, and whether it is the laptop or the smartphone, charged
in the morning, they will never spend the day (Leonarduzzi, 2021). We are showing the
importance of nature in all this digital ecology process. Without the heart, we can't find
solutions to improve our digital habits and make them greener.

Improving our environment with better sustainable digital habits is one thing, but the
intellectual aspect is crucial to study to start appropriately with digital ecology.
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2.2.1.2 Digital ecology and digital intellectual pollution
As previously discussed, electronic illiteracy is an aspect harming society due to the lack of
knowledge in terms of digitalization. Not only do elderly generations not know how to use
digital devices in general, but all generations are also getting confused with the correct way to
use digital devices not to pollute our planet.
This triggers the need to discuss the critical aspect of education to teach people how to
be digitally sober intellectually or influence that behavior in a good way.
From an NGO point of view, DFP, for example, tries to raise awareness about intellectual
pollution during conferences in companies as well as in daycare centers:
"Addiction to social networks or blue light has a recognized impact on our health and
our cognitive faculties. And paradoxically, illiteracy affects 20% of the French
population who cannot fill in their tax forms online, do anything on the internet, look
for a job or send an email with an attachment," acknowledged Inès Leonarduzzi, the
CEO of Digital for The Planet.
The other scourge, synonymous with intellectual pollution, is hyperconnectivity, according to
her:
"We are encouraged to be multichannel: to have WhatsApp, Slack, Signal, emails and
to respond synchronously. We go home at night after work with the impression that we
have only answered emails and that we have not done anything constructive" (Inès
Leonarduzzi, CEO of Digital for The Planet).
To cure this annoying tendency, Digital for the Planet also works on Human Resources tools
for companies with training to ensure a virtuous connection with a right to disconnect (Raynaud,
2021).
Besides educating about electronic illiteracy and hyperconnectivity, according to a 2019
study from McKinsey, technology could also be adequately used to improve well-being and
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health. For instance, Artificial Intelligence could support education by tailoring classes to
students, adjusted to their level of understanding. This would help to save time for teachers and
students to learn faster (McKinsey, 2019).
All this shows how efficient and positive technology can also be used for our well-being. It is
essential to remember that a wrong usage of technologies can also bring dependencies,
addictions "transforming us into the slaves of our own devices" (Leonarduzzi, 2021).

2.2.1.3 Digital ecology and digital societal pollution
The phenomenon of societal digital pollution is eroding society, progress, and the common
good. It is essential to discuss this form of pollution to guarantee well-being and a good life in
the community.
Indeed, there is an eroding trust we must consider in the information ecosystems of
digitalization. It is alarming how disinformation is spread throughout our digital devices. A
striking example illustrating this remark is the story of a cab driver speaking with his client
about the news he read about a politician by saying:
"This is what I read, but who knows if it was true (…). Years ago, I would open a
newspaper and feel like I got the facts. Today, I have access to all the information I
want, but I just don't know what is real" (Dutt, 2020).
Most of the time, we think that digitalization offers to democratize knowledge worldwide.
However, by increasing social media and platforms, we can notice how disrupted the
information can be (Dutt, 2020).
It is not easy to find a solution to all this societal pollution. We must try to ensure a
pleasant future for all, consolidate the mutual aid, the union, the vision of a better world, of a
digital ecology. This subject remains very challenging as a vision to be adopted must consider
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the fears, hopes, and considerations. An idea is more likely to be assumed if the public
recognizes its place, opportunities, and responsibilities (Dowell Myers, 2000).

2.3 Digital ecology implemented to brands
2.3.1

Activists' Strategy

Starting with the definition of activists: an activist or advocate uses or supports strong actions
decisive for a cause (merriam-webster, 2021). In our case, we would talk about social or
environmental activists, as the concept helps an ecology matter.
When talking about activists' strategy, according to Marshall Ganz, a sociologist, the
strategy "is the conceptual link we make between the places, the times, and ways we mobilize
and deploy our resources, and the goals we hope to achieve." Indeed, strategy is a tool to turn
what we have into what we need to achieve the purpose (Smithey, 2009)—bringing us to what
we call the 'Social Movement Strategy,' the strategy built by groups of social activists with their
interactions. It is based on collective action (Jasper, 2010). Cooperative action tactics are
created to convey a cause supported by activists, such as building solidarity among participants.
In that sense, we can link strategic decision-making to collective identity, that is, tactical
choices oriented toward others in a situation of conflict or contention (Smithey, 2009).
Tactical choices are brought through communication and marketing. Throughout our
thesis, we will discuss the case of a particular NGO called Digital for The Planet, which can be
defined as a group of digital activists as they convey and fight against a specific cause: digital
pollution. They are part of this social movement strategy. They draw ideas and solutions to
change the current environment where people live and work by transforming it with more
responsible digital usage. They frame such ideologies because they want to message particular
social issues to "encourage social cohesion and collective actions towards pro-social change"
(Gurrieri, 2018).
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About the previously mentioned NGO, which will be our main subject of the case study
later, Digital for the Planet, has been one of the first actors to have worked and implemented
solutions regarding digital ecology in society, among the government and inside companies.
For instance, electronic recycling devices are one of the most impactful actions on the
environment. Thus, DFP has brought into people's minds the "material eco-conception,"
encouraging the manufacture of electronic equipment by recycling critical metals, as it is
impossible to do without them.
Besides, there is a bench of sustainable strategies that could be adapted to digital
ecology. According to Orsato, companies simultaneously improve societal and environmental
demands by creating sustainable value innovation (SVI). In our case, adopting a more
sustainable numerical behavior would not only benefit corporate product life cycles. Still, it
would also create value for the society by improving their awareness about digital ecology and
how to be pretty used in their end (Orsato, 2006). This perfectly shows the social movement
strategy NGOs are adopting to fight for a cause, such as our research, regarding fighting digital
pollution.
However, a fascinating aspect of our thesis is the adverse brand contexts field. Let's
define it in the following section and study the gap of our research in more detail.

2.3.2

Adverse brand contexts

With the evolution of digital technology, the internet, and social media, people can
rapidly and efficiently share thoughts and information with a large community, commenting
and sharing perspectives and opinions in their turn. Indeed, society is informed about everything
that is going worldwide. Due to this easy access to data and information, individuals started to
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turn their attention to companies about the values they are conveying. Indeed, corporations are
increasingly being the target of a growing resistance movement due to consumers'
preoccupation with their corporate practices, not only in human rights but also in environmental
matters. This is leading to the formation of potential anti-branding and social movements. In
that sense, corporations can no longer sit neutrally and detach themselves from what is
happening in their environment, even if the cause of preoccupying consumers is the one activist
would promote and not companies (Moumade, 2021). Nowadays, organizations, NGOs, small
and big companies are joining forces to fight environmental causes. The reason why talking
about adverse brand contexts is more than appropriate.
Through adverse contexts of (1) commitments, (2) time, and (3) set of relationships, we
can rethink creatively how theories and outcomes can be understood (Mason, 2006). To give
an example, (1) digital activists are committed to the cause of digital ecology. In contrast,
consumer companies and their respective consumers could be dedicated to several reasons at a
time (e.g., ecology, gender parity, diversity, etc.). (2) Moreover, throughout time, perceptions
are evolving; not every actor is yet aware of digital pollution, thus bringing to different levels
of perceptions depending on gender, age, groups, and individuals. (3) Finally, the stronger the
relationship is between NGOs, companies, and consumers, the more likely is the improvement
of awareness and sustainable numerical use among each other.
A perfect example of this strong relationship in adverse brand contexts is the partnership
between the NGO Digital for the planet and the business-to-consumer brand Baume et Mercier.
During one interview at a luxury fair, the Communication Director Antoine Puissant explained
the brand's journey from the beginning to consumer acceptance, the importance of the brand
for the luxury industry, and especially about the watch industry and its ecological shift. The
whole journey focused on arriving with a watch brand that responds to a growing demand for
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customization—considering all that is changing society, including this sustainable and ecofriendly side. After their mutual partnership, they received good feedback on their brand image
even if many consumers are still surprised by the concept of the brand and how to mix design,
customization, and eco-responsibility, which are the three pillars of the brand. Sustainability is
anchored in their values; everything starts from the product, from the partnerships they work
with (Puissant, 2019). Showing the commitment and how well a collaboration in adverse brand
contexts can work out.

We were transitioning to our next section, which would be to study this proper digital sobriety
inside companies, define it, and what it involves?

2.3.3

Digital sobriety in the company

Digital sobriety, a synonym of digital ecology, is mainly used to define the responsible way of
using the internet and technology, created by the French think tank The Shift Project (Ledger,
2020). Not only is it prone to reduce the environmental footprint of digital devices' lifecycle,
but it also includes essential behavioral aspects encouraging us to temper the boom in usage of
those devices (Project S. , 2020). It requires a transversal approach worldwide concerning
society but especially professionals, using digital devices the most in their daily work.
Throughout our research, we want to understand the role of numerical usage also among
companies. We ask ourselves what levers companies could use to reduce the environmental
impact of their digital devices acting responsible?
Nowadays, many professionals work on academics, associations, NGOs to institutions,
and even the government. Multiple guides help companies understand digital pollution and
assess the environmental impact of their digital behavior. It is crucial to adopt digital sobriety
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and raise awareness by training internal staff (Project S. , 2020). Let's discuss a few starting
points already put in place in a few companies in terms of digital sobriety:

Starting with awareness, certain companies already communicate on the environmental
impact of digital technologies through events, challenges, training, or posters. There are
multiple fields concerning employees in terms of digital pollution, which can be solved through
the following:
(1) their eco-behavior through email and platforms they are using to communicate among
them daily. It concerns how employees classify their emails as soon as they arrive and
eliminate spam from the start; adjust recipient lists regularly; avoid the systematic use
of the "reply to all"; create light and well-designed attachments: compressed files, lowdefinition PDF, optimized documents; replace attachments with a hyperlink or URL; to
deleting attachments from messages replying to, etc (ADEME, Eco-responsable au
bureau - Actions efficaces et bonnes résolutions, 2019).
(2) the purchasing of digital tools bought from responsible cloud solutions and equipment
providers
(3) eco-conception of their digital devices, how they are manufactured, using accountable
and innovative solutions to reduce the energy impact of websites and software
(4) the recycling of digital devices assessing the energy impact and how long they keep
them, using responsible management (Project S. , 2020)
Continuing with a crucial aspect of decision-making, companies need to coordinate all
departments to improve the governance and credibility of projects regarding digital sobriety.
Indeed, to be more ambitious, all company levels should support the project to increase the
feasibility and implementation. For instance, CEOs or board members always influence others
to take on decisions. Even calling ambassadors to represent the concept would be of benefit.
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However, again awareness is needed to allow that transversal decision-making approach
(Project S. , 2020).
Moreover, another area of improvement would be producing dedicated KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators). To identify the needs and levers of action and again, supported by
awareness sessions, bringing facts and best practices to describe the significant steps to be
considered for a more digital sober future among the company (Project S. , 2020). Why bring
the argument of clear KPIs? Well, it is less evident than at home, but in the office, the sources
of office, there are many wastes and energy consumption. It is all a matter of reflexes to adopt
and share. Office activities inevitably involve the use of computers, phones, and printers. That
equipment has environmental impacts during their whole life cycle: consumption of electricity
and raw materials, production of waste. The easiest solution would be to extend the life cycle
of all the office equipment. For instance, going from 2 to 4 years of use for a tablet or a computer
improves its environmental balance by 50% (ADEME, Eco-responsable au bureau - Actions
efficaces et bonnes résolutions, 2019).
Besides, to convince the multiple actors to adopt digital sobriety, there is a need to
demonstrate its value, showing the positive impact on companies in terms of energy or costsaving. Besides, in a digital area today, reputation is also a factor influencing professionals to
act greener. Having a certification that recognizes the company's performance helps to gain
credibility. For instance, ISO 50001 certification supports companies in developing a better
energy management system (Project S. , 2020).
Finally, adopting digital sobriety drives innovation, finding more efficient solutions to
combine digitalization with ecology, doing better with less (Project S. , 2020).
The government is also a crucial stakeholder contributing to the roadmap to support
companies in adopting digital sobriety. For example, France is one of the most advanced and
active countries working on the issue. Making digital technology more responsible is a strong
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expectation of the French people, expressed by the Citizen's Climate Convention. It has been
part of the national public debate for several years. It is a complex subject, as it requires a
response to two issues: first, the challenge of controlling the environmental footprint of digital
technology, and secondly, the challenge of using digital technology as a lever for the ecological
transition (Pompili, 2021). Several studies have also been included in the Senate's bill on
Reducing the Environmental Footprint of Digital Technology, which was examined and voted
on in the Senate on January 12, 2021. Together, this work has enabled the government to
develop a national strategy, the main lines of which were announced in October 2020 at the
conference "Faisons converger les transitions":
1) Measurement is needed to increase knowledge and act better: we need precise,
clear, objective, and consensus data on the actual impacts, positive and negative,
of digital on the environment.
2) Support a sober and responsible digital economy by better controlling its
environmental footprint, from terminals to digital uses and services.
3) Optimize energy consumption, reduce our travels, manage waste, and thus
innovate and optimize to make digital an accurate tool for ecological transition
(Pompili, 2021).
All that shows how involved the French government is in fighting digital pollution and how
this also triggers companies to fight for that cause. For instance, Digital for the Planet is prone
to this collaboration with the government to convey better digital ecology among society.
Society needs to have clear facts about the negative and the positive sides of digital pollution,
which focuses on multiple organizations, communities, companies, and research laboratories in
France.
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2.4 Challenges of marketing digital ecology among companies
2.4.1

Little awareness of digital ecology

Anytime we use our computers and smartphones, we leave a considerable ecological footprint
behind. According to Digital for the Planet, the Global Earth Project works to develop digital
sustainability from the moment we buy our device until replacing it with a newer model.
Moreover, the general public is unaware of these issues, and some value chain stakeholders
ignore the problem. In the fast-moving consumer goods sector, they face issues with other kinds
of pollution, such as plastic pollution with the production of beverages. Still, they might also
not focus enough on their other enormous digital polluters, their digital communication tools.
Digital pollution is little known since it is less visible than traditional polluting
emissions like car exhausts or factories. For instance, according to a survey conducted by the
French consulting agency Occurrence, French society expects companies to act and reduce the
ecological impact of their digital activities. 1/4 of respondents think that brands are sufficiently
committed. The government is also invited to make efforts: there is no lack of solutions, but
they must be implemented. Digital ecology is a subject that affects citizens: 77% of French
people expect the government to make France the leader in digital ecology by 2023 (Cazaly,
2021).

2.4.2

Bring ecological & digital transitions together

This little awareness calls for environmental education to overcome a strange culture to ecological
impacts and digital pollution. For instance, in Brazil, Law n. 9.795, dating from April 27, 1999,
created the National Policy for Environmental Education. It includes in article 1 the following: "the
processes through which the individual and the collectivity build social values, knowledge, skills,
attitudes, and competencies aimed at the conservation of the environment, an asset for the common
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use of the people that is essential to a healthy quality of life and its sustainability." This is the basis
of education to start with (Marcelo Kokke Gomes, 2018).

It is, therefore, necessary to bring the ecological transition and the digital transition
together. Several organizations, such as digital activists, try to persuade companies to be more
digitally responsible. For instance, they convey an eco-conception of their production, internal
& external tools and achieve a successful eco-communication with their customers. Indeed,
eco-conception is one of the solutions to respond to this issue. It is crucial to respect sustainable
development from the conception phase instead of worrying about the ecological impact of the
product or service once on the market. This makes it possible to develop sustainable digital
services while providing a good user experience and thus try to communicate responsibly to its
consumers via eco-communication (see 2.4.3).
Moreover, digital technology is found in one sector in all fields, including industry,
transportation, IT, cities or human resources, etc. The latter doesn't stop progressing, and thus
innovation is growing along to find the most corrective actions to reduce pollution and align on
digital sobriety. Indeed, it is also a driver of solutions in favor of the energetic and ecological
transitions. For instance, smart cities or connected homes have contributed to managing energy
bills, or even car sharing between individuals has also saved pollution. Technology even
provides direct support for scientific research on climate change to protect our planet. For years,
the journey has already begun to get closer to the responsible digital and ecological transition
(Tuzzolino, 2018).
Thus, improvement is feasible and doesn't stop growing among professionals &
particulars. Especially consumer brands have the singularity to be huge influencers/ role models
for several of their consumers. It would be the opportunity for them to reinforce digital pollution
awareness among them & support digital activists to raise the degree of eco-friendly digital
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habits daily (Chung‐Wha 'Chloe' Ki, 2019). However, it isn't a question of eradicating
digitalization but learning how to sustainably use and work with it. Although more and more
stakeholders are working on changing everyone's perception of digital pollution, there is a gap
in research on its relevance, success, and consequences in adverse brand contexts. "Digital
technologies are not intrinsically good or bad for the environment. They are what we make of
them". Leveraging digital technologies for the ecological transition is the responsibility of all,
private and public. There is a responsibility to communicate and work together to advance core
activities, practices, and strategies (Trendsformative, 2021).
The reason why studying better communication between actors could only be beneficial is to
implement digital ecology properly.

2.4.3

Eco-communication

According to Eric Vidalenc (2019), digitization hides all the negative facets of digital tools.
Things come from further and further away. Education is essential to build consumer
awareness: "make the invisible visible," it must become tangible - it can be applications that
promote understanding, with a much lower environmental impact. Digital technology is used
everywhere, and we can think that it is modern and pleasing. Like the example of the car, we
will no longer say that we will adapt the city to the vehicle. Perceptions are changing. The more
high-tech, the more difficult it is to recycle. For instance, you can have more books on a tablet,
but you will have much more complicated recycling equipment. Paper is what we know best
how to recycle. In that sense, it is a question of how to communicate the matter to society to
touch them and have factual findings (Vidard, 2019).
It is challenging to market sustainability to be better perceived by its consumers and
gain an environmental subject reputation. Indeed, consumers want to have enough information
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to believe in the brand's values, and products, and services. Several solutions are in hand to
adopt responsible marketing among its consumers. For instance, there is a growing need to
challenge a product's research and development phase to follow the consumers' needs better or
communicate about the expected changing habits in terms of digital sobriety (ADEME,
Publicité responsable, 2021). Some research showed that the communication gap could be
solved by, for instance, localizing the sustainability message on local markets' perceptions, or
seeking certification to gain credibility; aiming for information transparency; and finally
communicating concrete benefits of sustainability (Dahlhoff, 2020).
Research groups and social movements such as NGOs start to accompany companies to
adopt initiatives bringing eco-communication status. Here are a few examples of starting points,
which will also be discussed in the results' part:
(1) Promote another form of marketing and another relationship to consumption by
sharing initiatives among the social networks and organizations.
(2) To make available, beyond best practices, additional content with high added value
topics, such as digital ecology: testimonies of professionals, studies, contextual
elements, etc.
(3) Facilitate exchanges and the sharing of new ideas by developing meetings with
different actors (ADEME, Marketing Responsable, 2021).
All that would, in some way, introduce the benefit of a mutual partnership between adverse
brand contexts.
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After introducing the existing literature of the subject, it is the turn to find out on the
following methodology part the real practical solutions activists could adopt to promote digital
ecology in adverse brand contexts.

3.

METHODOLOGY
3.1 Method overview

Using literature, I could better understand the activism initiatives regarding ecological and
digital transition and their relationship management and results among consumer companies. It
is now time to focus on the methodology part. The idea at first was to have strong knowledge
regarding existing concepts and theories on pollution and sustainable professional strategies, to
extract a sustainable numerical use to be followed by companies.
Based on the research onion model of Saunders (Saunders-et-al, 2009), the method can be
explained in detail as below.

3.1.1 Research philosophy
Throughout this dissertation, I ran several interviews to collect data, and at the same time, I
researched existing concepts, which brings me to use a more pragmatist philosophy. That is,
through my research, I’m always guided by the research questions. I tried to understand the
opinions of the people I interviewed, helping me build a coherent solution (Saunders-et-al,
2009).

3.1.2 Research approach
Running a pragmatist philosophy brought me to use an induction approach as I started my
research with practice, collecting data through interviews to build my literature and theory
(Saunders-et-al, 2009). Indeed, the methods used to conduct this study were both conceptual
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and practical: first, gathering facts from the interviews, and then going further in the continuous
research of the existing literature, followed by the analysis of the current consumer industry
and sustainable digital strategies to grasp all the actual content and the entire extent of the
subject.

3.1.3 Research strategies
My research is a case study, using the three research strategies together, that is:
a. Exploration: as I looked for insights to better understand and answer my research questions.
I further explored the topic recommendations and built a starting point for the interviewees,
giving them further next steps to improve their business & relationship. This exploration
provides richer detail than either method can generate alone (Fuentes, 2008).
b. Description: I portrayed the digital pollution and ecology phenomena, showing thickness
and implementation inside consumer companies.
c. Explanation: as one of my research questions states, I tried to find the possible relationship
between NGOs and consumer companies and how they help each other be more digitally
sustainable (Saunders-et-al, 2009).

3.1.4 Research choices
Throughout the whole thesis, I used a mono-method as I focused only on interviews, bringing
me to pure qualitative research (Saunders-et-al, 2009).

3.1.5 Time horizons
I decided to run a cross-sectional time horizon to write my thesis as the timescale for my overall
research was going for two years only, from September 2019 to September 2021. The
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interviews have been conducted only once each, which doesn’t assess changes in time. Thus, I
took the results and conclusion when I ran the interviews (Saunders-et-al, 2009).

3.2. Presentation of both cases
This thesis studied two cases: the NGO Digital for the Planet and the consumer brand CocaCola HBC. Both actors represent adverse contexts, making this case study special. I will give a
brief context of the two actors and the relationship between both before going into the case
study findings.
3.2.1 Context: the case of Digital for the Planet
Digital for the Planet is an initiative founded by Inès Leonarduzzi. Its objective is the
development of a more inclusive digital future with a low carbon impact. It is an international
non-governmental organization based in Paris, New York, Berlin, and Cape Town. Its goal is
to promote digital ecology by responding to the challenges posed by three types of digital
pollution: digital environmental pollution, intellectual digital pollution, and societal digital
pollution.
Digital for the Planet is a structure acting, in different forms, in favor of responsible
digital since 2017. It aims to be central, as a bridge between citizens, businesses, and
governments (Planet, 2017). They specialize in the field of sustainable innovation consulting
and IT development. Its objective is to accompany its customers in a digital transition respectful
of the environment. I have been volunteering for eight months in 2018 since my interest in the
Digital pollution topic was raised.
In concrete terms, the organization intends to convert the whole world to digital ecology, a
French inspiration, according to the founder, through laws and new procedures, changes in
mentality in companies, and support for children and their families. At the environmental level,
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Inès Leonarduzzi gives the principle: “It is about greening digital infrastructures. We are
working with companies and institutions to reduce the carbon footprint of data centers,
networks, and workstations. Microsoft, for example, is considering immersing its data centers
in oil to cool them” as “20% of the French population does not know how to take steps on the
Internet” (Raynaud, 2021).
The NGO is already working with multiple companies, advising and partnering to create greater
numerical use worldwide (see Illustration 1).

Illustration 1: Overview of DFP’s existing partnerships (Planet, 2017)

Throughout the finding part, I will present a few aspects of Baume et Mercier's brand, a luxury
watch company DFP has partnered with since late 2018. After producing its bracelets using
plastic recovered from beaches and making its dials from recycled skateboards, the brand
wanted to take the lead by looking at its digital impact. Thus, the brand partnered with DFP
and the Green Sector Agency to analyze their digital effects on the environment to do a digital
audit. Antoine Puissant, Head of Communications at Baume Watches, even explained the
following of its partnership with DFP (Fages, 2020):
“The meeting with Inès helped to raise awareness. The brand, already committed to
plastic, has added digitally to its concerns. We want to carry this message to our
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employees and customers, but also within the Richemont group. And to carry a message,
you have to put it into practice” (Antoine Puissant).
Even if this brand is not the focus of our case, I found it crucial to mention it, as it has been one
of the first consumer brand’s partnerships DFP has been running, to build concrete digital
ecology initiatives, to test the relationship between adverse brand contexts and the success of
such a partnership.

3.2.2 Context: the case of Coca-Cola HBC
Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company is a sub-brand from the worldwide Coca-Cola
Company, created in 2000, working in 29 countries, including Switzerland, Italy, Russia, etc.
Headquarters are in Steinhausen, Switzerland. The company’s goal is to be the leading 24/7
beverage partner, ensuring a beverage for every occasion, at any time.
The brand always wants to capture smarter and faster solutions to operate better and be
the first on the market regarding competitive advantage. The company doesn’t stop taking part
in sustainable initiatives to enrich communities and ensure the respect of the environment. For
instance, in 2018, their journey embarked on a ‘World Without Waste’ with the Coca-Cola
Company, in which the objective has been to continue reducing their carbon footprint, paying
attention to their water use, raw materials sourcing, nutrition, wellbeing within the organization
and society (Company, 2021).
Compared to the Coca-Cola Company, the brand is responsible for producing,
distributing, and selling the beverages, developing and markets the brands to the end
consumers. Thus, both are closely working together, ensuring the right portfolio, excellence,
and the execution of their product and services.
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Illustration 2: Relationship with the Coca-Cola Company (HBC, 2021)

Finally, in terms of digitalization, Coca-Cola HBC is working closely with digital
partners, such as Microsoft and SAP, and is the first official partner of Atos, an international
leader of digital transformation with their connected beverage coolers. Based on the Internet of
Things (IoT), the connected coolers enable the brand to get a general overview of the consumer
behaviors, the stock of the refrigerators, the product placement, etc. Indeed, the company
focuses on operational effectiveness to offer the best consumer experience at the direct selling
point (Atos, 2018).

3.3.3 Relationship between both cases
Both actors chosen for the case study have never worked together before, so I interviewed them
separately. They don’t know each other, and I tried to imagine a possible relationship between
them for digital ecology actions by analyzing their opinions, similarities, and differences. Thus,
starting a partnership would be a new initiative for both, giving them mutual awareness among
their networks. After running this dissertation, I hope to associate one with the other, helping
them build a fruitful partnership with interesting initiatives on digital ecology.
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3.3 Data collection technique
For this master thesis, I applied the ‘Grounded Theory’ methodology technique. That brought
me to begin the work with a research question or even collect the qualitative data through my
interviews to build my findings. This method enabled me to study social interactions, how
people perceive and understand concepts in their world (Sirpa Janhonen, 1992). Indeed, the
whole data I collected from the interviews became the ideas and concepts of my research. Once
assembled, I structured them into codes to be structured and summarized by building categories.
These categories became the basis of hypotheses and theories. Indeed, different from traditional
methods of research, this grounded theory gave the freedom to create new concepts from social
interactions (Wikipedia, 2021).
As previously mentioned, the data collection technique has been to collect qualitative data
across four different interviews: one over the phone, one asynchronous email, and two
conducted on a video call via Microsoft Teams. The four interviews enabled me to get several
insights from different perspectives: NGO and big consumer corporations. The interviews have
been the significant insights gathered for this thesis. A case study issued from a grounded theory
method brings the primary value to the research. It studies the status quo of each stakeholder
on the concept of digital pollution, their initiatives regarding digital ecology, their relationship
as adverse brand contexts, and how they could collaborate. All this data collection resulted in
the storytelling of results, trying to correlate the findings to respond to my research questions.
Indeed, I interviewed twice the NGO I am focusing my thesis on, pioneer of the digital
ecology concept and Coca-Cola HBC, one of the well-known consumer brands worldwide.
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Qualitative Study
Type of
company

Name

Organizational
role

Role in the digital
pollution issue

Mean of
contact

Date of the
interview

Interview
#1

NGO

Digital For the
Planet

CEO & founder

Digital ecology is
their goal to convey
as NGO

Phone

15.06.2020

Interview
#2

NGO

Digital For The
Planet

CEO & founder

Email
(asynchrono
us)

05.04.2021

Interview
#3

FMCG
company

Coca-Cola
HBC

Head of
Sustainability

Microsoft
Teams

30.04.2021

Interview
#4

FMCG
company

Coca-Cola
HBC

Head of
Digitalization

Microsoft
Teams

01.06.2021

Interviews

Digital ecology is
their goal to convey
as NGO
Contact person in the
company to
implement
sustainability
initiatives
Contact person in the
company to best
know their digital
status quo

Table 1: Interviews list & Information

Regarding the structure of those interviews, the interview guide has been similar for all
(see appendix). First, regarding the NGO interview, I tried to deep dive into how the specific
NGO is working and fighting against digital pollution. I studied the concept of digital pollution
and the parties involved in it. I tried to analyze and set the main challenges and aspects of focus
in that new and recent field. It has been a French one-hour phone call interview and an
asynchronous interview per email with the CEO of the NGO Digital For the Planet (DFP).
To start with the phone call interview, I structured the discussion in twenty-five
questions, structured in four different themes, which are the following:
1. Digital pollution & digital activism
2. Level of perception and current adoption level
3. The consumer sector and its progress in terms of digital ecology
4. Next steps for better digital use within the consumer sector and their customer
relationships
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As some of my questions were not answered throughout the first interview, I decided to
do an asynchronous interview per email to gather my missing answers. I structured this second
interview in nine questions to specify the topics already discussed during the first interview.
After interviews with the NGO, I decided to analyze the fast-moving consumer goods
sector, in which sense they knew about the concept, could adopt digital pollution, and how to
do it with their products. To do so, I tried to adopt a similar structure as the NGO interview by
structuring it to twenty-one questions, structured in three main parts:
1. Sustainability & Digitalization
2. Digital pollution/ ecology awareness & perception
3. The FMCG sector, is it a collaborative environment willing to adopt digital ecology?
I chose to interview the company Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company. During my
exchange semester at the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, I worked on a CEMS Business
Project. I had the opportunity to contact the Head of Sustainability and the Chief of
Digitalization and Innovation Officer, both working at the Swiss office near Zürich.

Regarding what I initially planned, at the beginning of my research, I expected to
interview many other companies to gather different opinions. Still, the response rate and
reactivity were unfortunately too low, despite several reminders. I tried to contact them either
on LinkedIn, email, referral of contacts, or even directly per phone. The pandemic intensified
the difficulty of reach as other topics had the priority, and thus interviewing them on a new
concept, digital pollution, was almost impossible. The sectors and brands I initially wanted to
target are multiple (see table below).
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Table 2: Initial Interviews plan
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3.4. Data analysis
3.4.1 Thematic analysis method
To analyze the data gathered during the interviews, I decided to run a qualitative method called
the ‘Thematic analysis,’ also known as the ‘Poli-ontological method’: “which examines how
events, realities, meanings, experiences, and so on are the effects of a range of discourses
operating within society” (Virginia Braun, 2006)
The process of conducting a thematic analysis is illustrated through four different
interviews, all recorded and transcribed in French and English, interpreted and analyzed further
below. I implemented the Thematic analysis method, mainly based on coding, helping me
answer my research questions.
To structure my coding, I created an excel file I used throughout the data cleaning and
extraction of Information. As you can see in the illustrations below, I implemented the different
steps of the Thematic Analysis Method: Initial Coding, Code Categorization, and Nomological
Network.
The Initial Coding (table 3) consisted of exciting coding features of the data systematically
across the entire data set, gathering data relevant to each code. The Code Categorization (table
4) has been the second step by checking the themes we’re working on with the coded extracts
and the entire data set to continue with a thematic “map” of the analysis. This map represents
the last step of the research: creating the nomological network (table 5) to proceed with the
report writing, corresponding to my findings part of the dissertation.
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Table 3: Initial coding
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Table 4: Code Categorization
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Table 5: Nomological Network

All this analysis resulted, once cleaned and structured, in the final 50 codes, I organized into
nine categories by structuring them into the research questions (table 6).
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Table 6: Categories and Coding Listing
After introducing the methodology, it is now time to discover our qualitative research findings
in the following part, which will enable us to fill the gap of our work.
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4.

FINDINGS

This case study aims to best respond to the research questions by giving detailed input from the
four interviews run with the NGO and the consumer brand. To remind about the research
questions, the subject is: How can NGOs promote less digital pollution in adverse brand
contexts; How can consumer brands act more digitally sustainable while keeping their
technological advances and customer experience expertise?

4.1 How can the NGO promote less digital pollution?
Starting with the first section, which is going to answer our first research question, it is crucial
first to get to know which challenges the NGO is having along the way to promote less digital
pollution, continuing with how they communicate, to have a better picture of their success
factor to convey digital ecology.

4.1.1 Main challenges to fight digital pollution
Fighting digital pollution is not easy and has been a challenging topic for the last couple of
years. Merging digitalization and ecology are, for some, unfeasible and need to be adequately
explained. Let’s discuss the main five challenges standing out, which are the following: (1)
unrelated fields, (2) low level of awareness of digital pollution, (3) non-eco-conception, (4)
turning the intangible tangible, (5) low acceptance and credibility of women in the IT sector.
According to Inès Leonarduzzi, technology is “very sensational, governed by many
dogmas,” leading to a “hostile environment” as not everyone will favor the subject, showing
that fighting digital pollution is not easy. Thus, technology and ecology are apparently
unrelated fields (1), which part of the society believes that they are not linked, making the
topic even more challenging to advance. It is not clear that digitalization and ecology can be
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put together, as some will think that the more you use technology, the more you will pollute.
However, as the CEO of DFP mentioned several times, being more responsible has nothing to
do with eradicating technology. Still, it is more a question of how to use it and work with it in
a sustainable way (Inès Leonarduzzi).
It is a question of appreciation of the matter, but it also has something to do with the
low level of awareness of the subject (2). As the topic is not much discussed around society,
people are not familiar with it or feel connected. The reason why it is not easy for an activist to
succeed quickly. The challenge then is to stay focused and just persevere to make people aware
of the topic. As the CEO of DFP stated, her success is “cyclical,” meaning that she has to keep
being a “fast swimmer” even if people don’t get aware of or appreciate the topic directly. The
more a topic is discussed or conveyed to society, the more familiar people will adopt it properly.
In that sense, her strategy is to move forward and manage to succeed as fast as possible, even
for only small successes, such as getting an article published about the topic in a national
newspaper. Every kind of success is a step forward to the awareness spread of digital ecology
among society.
Apart from struggling with the credibility of digital ecology, concrete research shows
that e-commerce apps are energy-intensive and time-consuming, leading to the non-ecoconception (3) of the latter, as mainly dealing with long uploading time, slowing and affecting
the customer’s buying experience: “the more applications and e-commerce tools are not ecodesigned, the longer they take to load, the more tiers are dropped” (Inès Leonarduzzi). In that
sense, the challenge is the lack of awareness of the concept and the considerable material
consumption of energy that digital tools require to load and be used. It affects the customer
experience when using an app, and the colossal power lost due to this loading affects the
environment drastically.
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Focusing on the first research question, the focus is on how the topic can be promoted
in adverse brand contexts. There is still little awareness, taking the example of consumer brands,
which turns the intangible tangible (4). Still, the CEO is confident: “it’s going to come with
time. I think it’s going to be something natural.” This shows the challenge of communicating
about digital pollution that the concept is currently unknown and needs time to get attention
and awareness. To overcome this challenge of the long process of changing, she mentioned that
brands seek concrete facts making the concept more tangible. Explaining the reason and sources
behind the issue makes the change quicker as brands would believe in taking fewer risks if they
knew about what they were precisely communicating. It is all about using rational facts and
fundamental studies, giving numbers to companies. The more data companies have, the
slightest fear they will have to convey the topic.
Furthermore, being green can be on different levels. For instance, you can have an
aesthetics website and be digitally sustainable at the same time. The perfect example given by
Inès has been the following:
“I think it's the same, well clearly, I prefer to make a thousand times a website that is
with color, font games, and then I put a video, pretty pictures, but that will keep its
computers, its phones for five years rather than two years. And who can get rid of them,
who is going to give them to Emmaus Connect so that it can be given to young people
who can't afford to go into entrepreneurship or studies because they can't afford to buy
a computer and so for me, it's digitally responsible” (Inès Leonarduzzi, CEO of DFP)?
Indeed, making something greener doesn’t mean that we must erase all the aesthetics of a
website to have a more detailed page with a minimum of data to avoid loading times or energy
consumption. On the contrary, for the NGO, it is more about having an overall greener behavior,
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for instance, by keeping its digital devices as long as possible until the device gets obsolete and
can’t be used anymore. The latter will be recycled not to burn the electronic particles creating
carbon emissions, affecting the environment. All those behaviors are already a huge step
forward to save the planet from digital pollution. The NGO tries to promote digital ecology and
greener behaviors on their social network, getting most of society’s attention. This has been
one of the main challenges they attempted to solve through partnerships’ initiatives.
Finally, according to our case with DFP, the challenge bringing most of the difficulty
in implementing digital ecology is the low acceptance and credibility of being a woman in
the technology sector (5). Not everything was clear from the beginning as a woman leader in
such a male-driven field (IT). Being a woman is still a challenge for the CEO, as diversity will
always be disturbed. As the technology field is dominated mainly by male talents, people don’t
always take women seriously when conveying a digital topic such as digital ecology. They keep
“pushing you around, to disturb you,” says Inès, “to destabilize you.” Luckily, the CEO keeps
pushing herself to prove that women can also work in such a field. Indeed, diversity is
something driving the CEO of DFP to convey digital ecology as well. As performance makes
no difference between genders, Inès describes herself as neither a man nor a woman but a
“specialist with no gender” as her interlocutors. To reach her goals as a CEO and leader of an
NGO, she never gives up and tries her best to achieve them. For Inès, digital ecology is
understood and practiced.
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4.1.2 NGO communication strategy
NGOs have specific elements of communication, going from (1) anchoring on market
perceptions, (2) framing the issue, (3) customization for multiple audiences, (4) message culture
localization, (5) accepting-change attitude, and (6) establishing credibility.
NGOs anchor their communication on market perceptions, seeking to increase the
acceptance of their messages (1). For instance, DFP is using a multi-stakeholder
communication model. They rely on their beliefs and build their whole communication from
the French society’s opinion. In the beginning, they ran a study to discover the expectations
from the community about the new concept, and it came out as the triptych side of digital
ecology concept is about citizen’, the company’ and government’s opinions and perceptions:
“Somewhere along the way, the French people through this study have described the
business model of Digital for the Planet. They're the ones who told me that there should
be a body that speaks to citizens, to businesses, but also the government” (Inès
Leonarduzzi).
Indeed, DFP partnered with its consumers to build the concept and agree on the best
business model to adopt, especially to “get people to buy into this idea to make it come from
them” (Inès Leonarduzzi). Thus, consumers take the topic more seriously as they take part in
the development of the concept. As a result of this partnership with society, citizens gave their
opinion. They thought this should be taken care of entirely by the government to get most of
the attention from the population as a scalable topic. The NGO took this as advice for the future
development of their concept, for instance, launching moral laws in France to teach about
digital ecology for the young generation.
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Besides such a takeaway, to attract citizens, the NGO needs to frame the issue (2) in
the sense that people not only want to see the concept, but they want to know why and how it
exists, to get the complete picture of such an innovative and new topic. However, there are two
different types of actors: the company and the consumer. Companies stem for-profit corporate
social responsibility and results whereas consumers look for meaning, education, and support
between each other:
“We do not communicate on the same issues simply because a company does not have
the same issues. A company will have at heart very simply to do collective
communication and to earn financial money. So, what we can bring, we reduce our
digital carbon costs, we inevitably reduce our bill, and then we have a good image. For
a citizen, it is not what counts, and he does not want to have a good image, a citizen he
wants, to have meaning in his life, he wants to educate, he wants to bring to his children
the means to make responsible digital from small. It's not the same stakes, so we do
have a different communication content” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Indeed, corporations focus on improving their corporate social responsibility strategy to
earn further certifications and reputation.
Even if citizens have different purposes and means, the NGO depends on customization
for multiple audiences (3), sending a customized message by adapting it to the type of
audience. They prioritize people to move forward and be more efficient and goal-oriented, but
at the same time, they try to be everywhere to gain acknowledgment and success. As Inès said:
“That's how you can access certain politicians, ministers, parliamentarians. What is
very strategic is to be present in the decision-making bodies—especially the legislative,
economic, and citizens. So, you must be present in the right associations to be a citizen;
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You must be present in the right meetings with the government. You have to be present
at the good parties, and it's a lot of work, but it's necessary” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Thus, bringing to a partner ecosystem as everyone gets to know the topic and is willing
to discuss it, even competitors: “there is room for everyone” (Inès Leonarduzzi). Me, which
means partnering with other actors is crucial for the NGO to communicate its concept in
multiple fields and audiences. The more visibility it gets, the further digital pollution is getting
promoted.
When taking an international scope communicating on digital pollution, the notion must
convey the message of cultural localization (4), that is, to adapt the storytelling of the concept
to the specific cultures. It is more a question of how to communicate the idea than its name, as
the latter stays the same. Indeed, cultural priorities differ, and digital ecology might not be the
focus or being understood in the same way:
“There are countries where culturally these questions are not priorities, depending on
the standard of living, the economic and social level, and this is not at all obvious. So,
I think it's more a question of adapting the discourse to different types of the population”
(Inès Leonarduzzi).
As communication is an art, you must find the right way to teach and let your consumer adopt
digital ecology. Some cultures will take more time to embrace the concept, as they will not have
the same means as others, or some will also take more time to understand its benefits as their
values differ. Thus, the NGO must adapt its speech to the culture they promote the concept to.
Besides, digital ecology is now more a European subject than an international one. The most
considerable awareness is in Europe, due to the values and culture it conveys:
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“I would say that France, Holland, these are European countries that are particularly
ahead of the game on these topics. That's why I'm convinced that digital ecology is a
very European subject, fundamentally and in its DNA. There is a strong sense of
fundamental right, fundamental freedom, fairness, transparency, all these values that
are very specific to our modern European culture” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
However, the NGO perceived a gradual awareness as nobody knew about the topic at
the beginning, and nowadays, in France at least, the subject became “almost a commonplace”
(Inès Leonarduzzi), which means that the topic will gain awareness gradually, based on the
specific cultural values and fundamental rights.
Besides, working in an NGO and developing a new concept also requires an acceptingchange attitude (5). For the CEO of DFP, starting with no experience in the field, the
adaptation and research took some time and faced challenges:
“Of course, there are moments when you readjust the handlebars to make sure you're
on the right road, you even make pivots, you make U-turns, and all that is very healthy
I would have been astonished and very worried if we had never touched the roadmap
until now” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
This means that it is not only because of potential failures and risks that developing a concept
is challenging but also due to potential scenarios change. For instance, with the COVID-19
pandemic, DFP’s tool implementation development has been slowed down. Their wished
project called “PLANA” never saw the light because of complications coming, such as lack of
funding, governance problems, and lack of organization. Even if ambition and optimism are
essential to succeed, the CEO admitted their mistakes regarding the “PLANA” project, which
started with a biased mind and too much optimism. They haven’t planned for changes along the
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way. Indeed, their task is still in the development process with their Plana Corp laboratory,
trying to find big sustainable digitations, concentrating on blockchain and machine learning.
To explain briefly, their project will be like Siri for Apple, only focused on cleantech,
optimizing the daily sustainable habits of consumers (Pironnet, 2019). For this, the NGO must
keep being humble and persistent to launch it as the implementation takes time, can fail, and
will always work with disruptive issues along the way:
“We are trying to revive it and make it a reality. PLANA is the perfect allegory of the
need for humility and of those projects that can take a long time to come to life” and
“the whole point is to see if you're going to let go or not” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
It shows precisely how resilient the NGO must be to succeed and communicate
properly. They must accept changes along the way.
Finally, establishing credibility (6) is another challenging point the NGO needs to gain
to communicate correctly on a new concept. As the CEO pointed out:
“We have the know-how (“savoir-faire”) and the make-knowledge (“faire-savoir”).
And in fact, it's more in our know-how-to-be (“savoir-être”), it's more in our daily
behavior that we attract requests for conferences, requests for interviews, requests,
etc...” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Indeed, with knowledge, the NGO gains credibility from a society's point of view, showing
their seriousness and expertise of the concept. For instance, their “know-how-to-be” (savoirêtre) is their strength to convey digital ecology, as it is also a matter of who is leading the
business to build credibility and awareness of a concept:
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“I know some NGOs that are frankly not honest at all. I know some companies that are
wonderful {...} it depends, they are tools, they are vehicles, and it depends on who drives
them” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Besides, regarding the adoption of the concept, not only small companies implement
digital ecology, but also ‘digital giants’ such as BCG and Accenture: “there's BCG who did
something, there's Accenture who did something, there's The Good Digital, etc.” (Inès
Leonarduzzi). The latter helps the NGO to gain credibility again, as the topic gains a more
prominent scope with big corporations, raising awareness faster to society. Indeed, being
responsible in such a field is being severe and careful about what we want to promote:
“The good management of electronic devices, recycling, reuse, the cloud, the way we
allocate digital spaces and whether we save them well. For me, it's, in this, beyond
asking companies to become sober, asking them to be responsible. When we are
responsible, it doesn't mean that we don't do anything. It's when we do. We do it
seriously. We do it by being careful. That's being responsible {...} It's not a monk, you.
You ask a company not to send emails. It doesn't make sense. Or we'll explain how
ecology has put people out of work, well that's it, so that's it for me, that's the next steps”
(Inès Leonarduzzi, CEO of DFP).

4.1.3 Success factors to convey digital ecology
Several factors affect the success of DFP as an NGO: (1) awareness, (2) motivation, (3)
adoption, and (4) consultancy.
Coming to the first success factor is awareness (1). If people get more aware of the
topic, then it affects the completion of their goals as an NGO:
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“I'm going to evaluate my objectives in terms of awareness: this is measured by the
increase in the presence of the words 'digital ecology', 'digital pollution' on the Internet,
in the press, in scientific, technical and economic literature, which has grown
exponentially since 2017, so since our arrival (DFP), the rate of engagement on our
social networks, but also... this is the 'Awareness' side” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Besides that, being a woman is a strength when coming to awareness, as Inès loves to
be a woman, making her authentic and powerful, more willing to bring change in a field led by
men in the first place. Thus, bringing to a more vital awareness among society, as it is an
unusual situation and people are even more curious and eager to learn from a concept brought
by a woman in a usually male-driven technology field.
While talking about success brought by awareness, it is essential to give an awareness
status quo to the reader: according to Inès, France and Germany are the two countries the most
aware of digital ecology, which is already a massive success for the NGO, to have two powerful
European countries in terms of economy, aware of the concept. The less knowledgeable are
Asia, India, and Africa, but staying focused for the NGO to keep pushing for a beer awareness.
Moreover, few fields are supporting the NGO to gain a great understanding of digital
sustainability, such as banks, insurances, and luxury, as they are digitized sectors eager to bring
change and adopt digital ecology (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Finally, according to Inès Leonarduzzi, competition also raises awareness. In a sense,
when there is competition, there is a market, and the topic gets more notoriety, as it is discussed
in multiple fields by different actors. To illustrate the argument, she mentioned a personal
anecdote, the sport’s field when she was doing athletics herself, and she had to accept to win or
lose, as it is competition. It is only by giving yourself the means to win that you can succeed.
This spirit inspired the CEO to implement it to the way of working of the NGO. According to
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her, it goes as well for the awareness building of digital ecology. If there is competition, it
highlights the democratization of the concept, and thus, you must fight to get most of the
attention to your idea giving you the means to be better than the competition. If Without
competition, the adrenaline and willingness to succeed would not be from the same level. It is
boosting the NGO to convey the concept faster to society and thus having a higher awareness.
Moreover, it is not only about the awareness of the concept, but there is also a
motivational success driver (2). To adopt success, the NGO underlines the importance of
traditional celebration for success:
“I tend to celebrate regularly, even daily, without extravagance. It's important to
celebrate ourselves daily {...} it's important to celebrate the efforts made by my teams
daily. If not, once we've reached our objectives, like the ‘Climate and Resilience’ law,
the roadmap, when we've finished our interventions in several schools, we celebrate
this over a drink, or with at least a written note for each person who participated. So,
celebrating successes is an integral part of management, and especially for the recipe
for success in any case” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
She even said that success management is like being an “orchestra leader,” more
commonly called “maestro.” You must identify each little effort and celebrate it to keep the
motivation. She highlighted that to be successful in any way. You must keep motivating people,
not only to convey digital ecology but also for any other topic. Indeed, being a good leader is
knowing how to encourage people to make the NGO succeed.

Continuing with adoption (3), DFP has tested its concept with one brand already in the
luxury sector, called Baume et Mercier, which came out to be a success. The latter one adopted
the digital ecology concept into their DNA, and DFP considers them the most digitally
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responsible luxury brand in their knowledge. Not only among companies but also on a
governmental level, DFP could make its awareness grow. As consumers tend to say that this
kind of topic should be taken over entirely by the government, DFP decided to widen the digital
legislative roadmap in the French market and succeeded: the first law about ‘Climate and
Resilience’ has been adopted, meaning ‘digital ecology’ is going to be taught from elementary
school. It has been an initiation that began in 2019 and saw the light of day in early 2021. Laws
adoption indeed helps make the concept grow faster and evaluate the direction in which
objectives are going (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Finally, the NGO sees success also thanks to their consultancy (4) with companies. In
terms of business model, DFP is not only an NGO but also works with a third-party business
focused on Advisory and Consultancy, advising companies on how to improve their numerical
habits and ways of working. They are working independently, not taking any subsidies or
sponsorship, and getting paid for their advice to the companies. This part of the business took
a significant role in their success, already explained with their successful partnership with
Baume et Mercier. It helped them finance their business, increase their partnerships, and finally
raise their overall awareness among companies and their respective consumers.
Those three main categories enabled me to answer the first research question more
structured way, giving an idea of how NGOs promote less digital pollution in adverse brand
contexts. Now let’s see how the interviews with the NGO and the consumer brand gave more
input to respond to the other research question.
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4.2. How can brands be sustainable while keeping their digitalization?
First, it is difficult to get consumers’ attention about the digital ecology topic from the NGO
side. The NGO prefers to act as a company consultant to give them advice and
recommendations about adopting digital ecology and not force them into anything. As advice
given by Inès regarding digital ecology among companies, it is to learn how to use technology
in a sustainable way and manner. Inès is pro-technology and always says that it is not a question
of eradicating digital tools but not to harm the environment and is still prone to digitalization.
But at the same time, she points out that greening our habits is about radically changing the
way businesses operate (Inès Leonarduzzi).
As she perfectly says: “We have to change the way we operate and not just put a little
green on squares and circles, which is what many companies do.” Thus, in this second section,
we will respond to research question 2. To understand how to implement digital ecology inside
consumer companies. First, we need to find out their current status quo regarding sustainability
and technological advances to main challenges. To finish with their communication and
implementation strategy, we need to adopt digital ecology best.

4.2.1 The brand’ status quo in terms of digital ecology
To see how consumer brands can act more digitally sustainable while keeping their
digitalization, I had to find out first their status quo in terms of digital ecology. Below you can
find the main facts summarizing their status quo: (1) Coca-Cola HBC considers itself the most
innovative FMCG company, (2) they take their CO2 footprint calculation seriously as (3) their
crucial strategy is sustainability, and (4) they already perform linking digitalization with
sustainability (5) as they are aware of the implementation’s urgency of digital ecology.
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The Head of Digital of Coca-Cola HBC stated that 95% of their processes are digitized,
and “today there are very few processes which are not digital.”. In his opinion, they are the
most advanced FMCG company in terms of technology innovation (1):
“I compare us to similar titles, like beer companies like you know traditional FMCG
companies. We are going fast, and we are in many ways ahead of the curve. We are
using robots every day. We are using augmented reality in our warehouses, so all these
things are business as usual for us” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
Working with over 150 different digital platforms (M. Varga), they are already acting
responsibly with their digital devices, such as with their computer equipment:
“If there are not fit for use anymore internally then we have an organization (...), but
it’s a place where they actually refurbish the material, and our employees can
repurchase it for a good price, so the lifetime or the usage is then getting a bit longer”
(Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola HBC).
The latter shows their willingness to adopt more responsible digital habits. Indeed, in
terms of tracking, the company takes their CO2 footprint calculation already seriously (2),
internally but also within their value chain: “We take it from start to the end, including also our
customer warehouses Migros Land, Coop, we include them in our calculation” (P. Wittweiler).
This highlights how seriously they take sustainability and how ready they are to start acting
digitally sustainable as they already connect their whole value chain.
Coca-Cola HBC’s key strategy is sustainability (3): “sustainability activities are a
key pillar of our strategy; we also have a clear commitment towards sustainability” (P.
Wittweiler). For instance, in Switzerland, they do a lot of sustainable and environmental
activities and initiatives, such as the following: using 100% recycling PET (polyethylene
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terephthalate) bottles for their Valser water brand, for instance, maintaining quality and
reducing materials. However, they also consider the digitalization side as essential to preserving
sustainability, as for their manufacturing, they only change the fabric of their tools and
machines once they are broken, to be the most efficient possible: “We have vibration, and it is
realized when it starts to vibrate, that something goes wrong and that we have to change'' (Maté
Varga). Furthermore, they had extensive collaboration success with a sustainable partner called
Cleanair, a Swiss cleanup company, enabling them to decrease water and CO2 emissions
drastically. Sustainability is anchored in their DNA, even with their supplier management:
“We have, for example, some guiding principles for our suppliers and service providers;
And the ecology and sustainability is the clear part in it, so we clearly demand to have
the relevant suppliers and SAP they belong to. Based on our guiding principle, they
must have these things ' (Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola HBC).
Having such a mindset, it can only be positive to continue in this way with digital
ecology. Besides, the company is well on track, ranked as number one in the Dow Jones
sustainability index in the food and beverage industry, proving its credibility and commitment
in the field. They even mentioned that they are “well on track” (Patrick Wittweiler) despite the
challenges. The company also knows challenges: “I would say, quite aware of the impacts in
our footprints we have'' (P. Wittweiler), and digital pollution is a topic they have at the top of
their channel already: “I heard about, I read about, is it really on the top of our channel” (P.
Wittweiler). Maté Varga also confirms that they are concerned about pollution and incredibly
committed to improving their processes:
“I know that we are considered as one of the biggest polluters because our bottles end
up in landfills or in the ocean, which is very sad to see” and “as human beings, we are
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all concerned about pollution, we all want to make the world a better place” (Maté
Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
All that shows how aware and committed they are about all kinds of pollution.
Unfortunately, not all consumers see the efforts Coca-Cola HBC puts in fighting pollution.
Only the interest groups believe in them: “the interest groups that know the details are aware
that we go beyond (fight against it) and that we are doing more than a lot of people are aware
of” (P. Wittweiler).
Besides, Coca-Cola HBC is aware of the performance benefit of linking
sustainability with digitalization (4). The beverage company has tremendous technological
advances from an operational point of view (Maté Varga), such as their ordering, delivery,
accounting systems, etc. They have their IT department, which is starting to work on
sustainability: “our IT department is centralized, and they are much more on this sustainability
side, in contact with the service providers'” (Patrick Wittweiler). Indeed, the company is
already working with big digital companies such as Microsoft and SAP, supporting them to
acquire new clients with new mindsets. To be more precise, working with those kinds of
partners enable them to place sustainability as a corporate value, that is, it is brought by their
partners, by their expertise and knowledge:
“All our digital partners are fully digital and try to be at the front row of this topic. They
bring us to the right compliance. Once it becomes a hygienic factor, probably, we will
be a step in, fully compliant. I don’t see it as a communication asset or the brand's value
because it’s not a brand asset. It’s like a corporate value, so I see it more in the kind of
the employee branding, to acquire new clients, get people's mindset. I want to work for
a company that is fully committed to sustainability. And I think we are, mainly focusing
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on a sense we are as a core business, the rich production” (Maté Varga, Digital Head
of Coca-Cola HBC)
Moreover, the company believes that digitalization enables them to leverage impact, measure
sustainability impact (P. Wittweiler), and improve their time and energy, especially during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Finally, the company is attentive to its consumers and knows what they like and dislike.
They noticed that people are not afraid of the negative side of digital devices and thus consider
an urgency to implement digital ecology (5). Indeed, consumers need to be taught about the
downsides of digitalization as well (P. Wittweiler). One of the reasons explaining this
perception is probably the fact that the world is becoming virtual, and Coca-Cola HBC’s Head
of Digital states that:
“All those virtual worlds are growing heavily. People are getting more into virtual
worlds. Our business might go virtual, and what does it mean? How do we make money?
It's a big question mark, at least for me at this stage?” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital,
Coca-Cola HBC).
The statement means that the question is not to eradicate digitalization but to seek how
to leverage digital in business for the brand as an opportunity (M. Varga). However, the only
downside consumers have in mind is the mental impact of digitalization, accentuated by the
omnipresence of digital devices and how it impacts people’s mental health. All that brings to
us the fact that digital doesn’t always mean efficiency and sustainability:
“Digital it means getting it from manual to digital, right that is digit timings. It is still
for me as a first step. It doesn’t mean that it is efficient, doesn’t mean that you leveraged
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the technology fully, or it is sustainable” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola
HBC).
The company certainly is in a phase where they want to understand better the value of
digitalization and adopt responsibility and sustainably. The company is aware of the downsides
of digitalization and notices that emails internally are going up exponentially and that Swiss
consumers could afford to pay more for sustainable initiatives. Thus, digital ecology in
Switzerland could be the new target market.
Thus, companies need to seek the best strategy to leverage digitalization sustainably,
benefiting the company and the consumers. However, a few challenges may occur on the way.
Let’s discuss the barriers first in the following sub-section.

4.2.2 Main challenges to fight digital pollution
Using technology and bringing a positive impact on the environment needs to be justified and
decent. The main challenges occurring to fight digital pollution are the following: (1) use
technology in a proper way, (2) uncertain digital ecology’s accountability for brands, (3) turn
visible the problem of digital pollution for unaware consumers, and (4) communicate on their
digital pollution’s contribution through the suitable means. Challenges 1 and 2 concern the
NGO, whereas challenges 3 and 4 relate more to the consumer brand.
To start with the NGO’s main challenges, you must be careful to use it properly (1)
profiting the planet and not producing more pollution to fight digital pollution via technology
itself. For instance, digital tools could be using blockchain to track the origin of the product’s
raw materials, to act sustainable and get positive results out of it, that is, knowing and
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communicating on the whole value chain of the product to be fully transparent with the
consumers you are selling the latter to. Indeed, according to DFP:
“Technology may allow you to better track people working in foreign countries. It's also
how it may allow you to better trace with Blockchain, Louisiana leather, etc. Why not?
But in fact, it must be justified, and it must also be decent. There also must be a return.
If we use technology and we use the resources of the planet for that, we must be able to
return, in one way or another” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
This says that technology must be used with a grain of salt, showing the reason, the
mean, and its result. After reading about digital pollution, people will usually think that you
should not use digital tools anymore, but that is false. Indeed, you must learn how to use
technology better to benefit the planet and create a more significant consumer experience out
of it.
Digital ecology’s accountability for brands is challenging (2), as DFP itself struggled
to get a good overview of the results out of their collaboration with Baume et Mercier. They
don’t know if the brand’s sales grew because consumers knew about their digital ecology
commitment. Results and outcomes should be better tracked to see the concept's impact and
level of success on society.
Regarding the consumer brand, Coca-Cola HBC mainly perceives two challenges:
consumers' awareness of digital pollution (3) and how it is communicated to them (4). From a
sustainability point of view, the Head of Sustainability of Coca-Cola HBC, Patrick, said that it
wasn’t always obvious to see if an activity could bring value and profit for the company and
the consumer itself. Which has been confirmed from a digital point of view:
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“We realized we are doing a terrible job regarding promoting what we are doing
internally, even people working for the organization are not aware that we are doing
all these things” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
Thus, communication is something the company should work on internally and
externally to better account for its result.
It is crucial to turn the problem of digital pollution visible to unaware consumers
(3). People usually are used to criticizing only the outside, forgetting to look at the inside, which
doesn’t make obvious what has been changed and improved directly to the consumers, as it can
be done from the inside, as Patrick Wittweiler outlines: “Biggest issue we have is the general
perception versus the real effects.”
Consumers are indeed driven by the outside look of a product, such as a price:
“At the end of the day, if we are in front of the shelf, the decision is quite price-driven,
and then sometimes the whole sustainability activities end” (Patrick Wittweiler, Head
of Sustainability, Coca-Cola HBC).
For consumers, price is more evident than the sustainability fact, which makes it
difficult for a company to promote sustainability as sometimes the issue is that it is costly. The
latter complicates the communication of a new sustainability topic, which would be digital
pollution. However, it is not the only challenge from a consumer side. The biggest one is how
consumers deal with the product at the end. Consumers often say that consumer brands are
polluting with plastic and waste.
Nevertheless, it is not the only pollution occurring. Digital pollution is something
consumers are mostly not aware of. As Patrick Wittweiler said: “the biggest issue is not the
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plastic bottle itself, it is how you deal with it afterward & it is more a littering issue than I
would say a plastic issue.” Indeed, the plastic issue is, in our case, not the focus, as we talk
about digital pollution, and usually, it is hidden by all the other pollution occurring. Thus, the
littering issue could, for instance, be solved by digital tracking to explain the whole recycling
chain digitally to consumers to benefit transparency and sustainability of the products and at
the same time promote digital ecology and its benefits. Then, once digital ecology is mentioned,
the brand can start communicating on digital pollution and explain the disadvantages to make
the topic visible to all consumers and seek new solutions.
Then, brands need to communicate their contribution to digital pollution through
suitable means (4) to gain visibility and credibility. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, Coca-Cola
HBC increased its digital energy usage and thus has a better reason to promote the topic to
consumers. Indeed, not only are they working more remotely, but they are drastically
contributing to digital pollution. However, as a beverage leading company, digital is not their
main product, and thus they use digital tools differently compared to digital companies. M.
Varga explained:
“We are doing upside down compared to a digital company because they are by default
connected to customers through digital technologies, they connect data, they build their
whole you know their whole business model on it (...)” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital,
Coca-Cola HBC).
Coca-Cola HBC only uses digitalization for their manufacturing, social media, and
internal communication. In that sense, the brand must communicate on its digital usage and
explain the pros and cons of such tools, making clear that solutions are in hand not to affect the
brand’s image. Moreover, to support the credibility of their communication, they must find
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ways to educate people accordingly, through national newspapers or even helped by
organizations (e.g., NGOs) making the topic coherent. It is mainly because consumers quickly
change their opinion on a matter, and thus, the brand needs to find the proper way to make the
case serious enough to believe. M. Varga mentioned the complexity of it by saying:
“I think also customers are partially educated, partially decided, sometimes selectively
decisive, maybe something they read in 20 Minuten or Blick, and it’s more important
for them for a while. But I doubt that it’s fully educated, understood, or blurred by them”
(Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).

4.2.3 Brand’s communication strategy
As previously discussed, the main challenge for consumer brands is to communicate
appropriately. Indeed promoting ‘digital ecology’ needs to be done innovatively and creatively
to get a good customer experience: “while keeping a certain aestheticism, keep this
attractiveness, this curiosity on the consumer side to finally not lose the good experience” (Inès
Leonarduzzi). Moreover, communicating about a new topic, reconciling digitalization and
sustainability together is not easy. The NGO and the beverage company need to be aligned on
how they want to communicate with their consumers.
There are several strategies to reach that goal: (1) approach early adopters, (2) digital
ecology has most credibility through leaders, (3) by adopting a cross-channel communication
(4) fully transparent.
The first strategy to communicate about the topic would be to approach the right
target group: the “Early adopters” (1), the ambassadors of the concept as they are convinced
that it is more manageable and will promote it faster. Either those adopters are traditional media
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already dealing with the environment and thus have a power of influence and communication
among society, or they are new media with less notoriety using all kinds of social media to
promote sustainability topics. However, those early adopters differ from the NGO and
company's point of view. As DFP’s CEO mentioned several times, it is better to:
“Go and talk about it to blogs, to people who already deal with the environment, with
digital, seen in another way. These people are going to be the 'early adopters' (…), And
these are the people who will legitimize your words” (Inès Leonarduzzi, CEO of DFP).
Social media are a sure value to promote digital ecology, as many generations surf this
network, especially younger ones. However, as a big consumer corporation, it is crucial to get
traditional media to gain credibility and reputation faster among older generations, where
sustainability topics may be vaguer. The Head of Digital of Coca-Cola HBC stated, “I’m a
typical early-adopter myself,” showing that as the name indicates it well, ‘Fast-Moving
Consumer Brands’ want to implement things sooner the better to be at the top of the trend.
Besides finding the right group to approach, consumers rely significantly on the person
representing the new concept, influencing their beliefs. Most of the time, ‘digital ecology’ has
the most credibility through leaders (2). In other words, depending on the person
communicating about digital ecology to the consumers, there will be an indirect influence.
Indeed, if the person promoting digital ecology has a good hierarchical position, consumers
will most likely take the topic seriously and pay attention to it. Moreover, the higher the
situation, the better the consumer influence. If a leader doesn’t align on the specific concept
their organization is promoting, fewer will pay attention to the subject communicated. The CEO
of DFP states it well relying on her leader position:
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“So as long as you don't pay attention to that, people around you don't pay attention
either - because they are going to have an 'epicene' posture, and strangely enough or
not, the people in front of you notice it and adapt to your behavior.” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
As a fast-moving consumer goods field leader, Coca-Cola HBC and especially the
sustainability heads interviewed acknowledged how vital communication is for environmental
and social topics. There should be cross-channel communication about sustainability (3):
“Use all the channels to talk about - so it's definitely, as you said social media, internet
(...) present then at various expert discussions, together with our customers but also
generally in that field with all I would say the relevance for us we call groups” (P.
Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola HBC).
To show how important it is, Maté Varga also mentioned an anecdote from a past event
at a fair, during which the audience was surprised about all the digital initiatives Coca-Cola
HBC was already doing internally: “we just realized it, because we had a big event recently,
months ago, where we showcased everything, we are doing to ourselves, and we saw so many
surprised people''. Indeed, digitalization enables them to afford many opportunities such as
“how to communicate, to engage with stakeholders” (P. Wittweiler) in a proper way.
To finish with, it is crucial that communication is fully transparent (4), even if some
news or experiences turned out to be harmful or failed:
“We really detail what we are doing, and where to go further on, and that’s I believe
one of the advantages that just we have (...) we are Coca-Cola and always considered
as the big international company we take care about what we are communicating and
especially the typical greenwashing is always on top of our mind, meaning no I believe
what we are communicating is correct and we are taking it seriously in it. I also want
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to say: Of course, there are always initiatives which don’t deliver that big of a benefit,
but then we also state it in that way” (Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, CocaCola HBC).
The previous statement perfectly states that all the communication is based on facts, not
hiding any information, to avoid greenwashing and keep being a trustful and fair company in
terms of vision and behavior, confirmed by the Head of Digital as well:
“Everything we are doing, I’m pretty sure what we are communicating are pure facts,
so we are not buying content here and there, just to say that we are doing something. It
was not our communication asset, and for sure we never tried to mislead customers, it’s
a powerful rule or guideline we don’t say something which is not true” (Maté Varga,
Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
The latter would bring to some risky situations where the company would have to
communicate on tricky topics such as making consumers understand that sustainability can be
costly and not always be entirely affordable. Most of the time, there is an investment at the start
of an initiative, and people should be willing to pay more at the beginning before they criticize
the philosophy of the brand:
“When we say we have a target to reach net-zero 2040, but that is a big commitment
but the way to that, that’s extremely challenging because there is a huge cost or price
tag on that, and there we have to find at the end of the day somehow we have to optimize
of course towards rationalizing we also have to find a way that consumers is also taking
a certain part of this whole topic” (Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, CocaCola HBC).
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4.2.4 Brand’s digital ecology implementation strategy
After having well communicated on the subject, the brand must think about implementing it
among society. Indeed, there are different factors to consider first: (1) Brand’s KPIs enable
scalable data for society, (2) implementing a new sustainable concept takes time and money but
is fruitful in the long term and (3) partnership with other consumers brands is inevitable. Brands
also believe that implementation is more straightforward when (4) digitalization and
sustainability are merged to find the right solution, (5) when brands learn how to leverage
platforms, and (6) are supported by interested consumers bringing them additional data to the
digital pollution investigation and (7) the project must be financially viable to invest in it. Thus,
bringing to a few implementation directions: (8) start focusing on specific initiatives, (9) study
how to concept their websites in a sustainable manner, (10) communicate on the negative social
impact of digital pollution, and (11) explore the product placement option to implement digital
ecology.
When DFP started promoting and building the awareness of ‘digital ecology’ in 2017,
making indexes for measurement wasn’t a priority as the process was slow. However, since
working with brands has become a trend, the NGO is developing KPIs with brands to make
it meaningful and scalable for society (1). Indeed, brands want to work with KPIs to measure
in detail their digital pollution impact, bring up numbers, illustrate their initiatives, and have a
clear argument when communicating it to society. Not only is it reassuring brands to adopt
digital ecology, but it is also more credible for consumers to have as much data as possible. As
it is a broad topic and only a few people know about digital ecology, it is challenging to make
society believe in it if best practices are not illustrating the real benefit of digital ecology on the
community the environment. Finding KPIs and best practices to explain the benefits are still in
progress and slowly seeing the light the market, especially in France, where most of the NGO’s
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collaborations took place, and the opportunity to develop an awareness of the concept has been
possible.
Implementing a new sustainable concept takes time and money but is fruitful longterm (2). First, from the NGO point of view, according to Inès, implementation is more
accessible in smaller structures as they have less governance and thus can easier implement
things “So when we want to change the way we operate, to do things profoundly it is ultimately
much easier for groups with light governance.” Whereas in a larger group, the implementation
phase can be done faster, but changes are happening too frequently, going to a smaller
likelihood that they would take risks to change their business in the long term:
“The problem with fast-moving consumer groups (FMCGs) is that it's not only their
production and purchasing processes which are fast but also their way of thinking, and
in such groups, there is very little time for sustainable reflection, there is very little time
for the long term. It's a concise term and therefore it can be a bit more complicated but
especially from a cultural point of view” (Inès Leonarduzzi).
Whereas the consumer brand point of view, Coca-Cola HBC differed in opinion when
discussing the likelihood to implement new processes:
“The advantages of the bigger organizations are that there is more money normally and
that it’s easier to plan, maybe on the long term, and you may also be able to digest the
thing a little bit, it’s better than in a smaller company, so it depends on a little bit”
(Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola HBC.
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The brand illustrates this statement with the fact that sustainability is an exponential
curve:
“At the beginning, they are expensive for the company, and they don’t give you value.
There is a certain period when the awareness of the population is growing. They realize
‘ah the company is a help.’ You get a certain moment where you are ahead, and
everybody is doing it very soon, and it’s a hygienic factor. So, if you don’t do it, then
you are perceived as a bad company” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
Indeed, according to the brand, sustainability is a tricky topic, taking time to implement
but will, in the end, be fruitful in the long term, especially when companies want to be on track
regarding new trends. However, they still consider digital ecology as a “blind spot” (P.
Wittweiler) and don’t put it as a priority now: “when we are going from off-site to optimize, we
also consider that, but we know it better than I do, the whole digital part is not really in, and
this is not in the scope” (P. Wittweiler). The reason why they are not considering it is because
of its time consumption: “it is currently the new reality which people just start to get in” (P.
Wittweiler), especially by believing that people are not ready yet to change their behavior. It is
starting to grow in society, primarily due to the younger generation influencing older ones to
use technology and live with it: “Those technologies are just coming while we have kids” (M.
Varga).
In that sense, it is inevitable to partner with other consumer brands to implement
digital ecology (3). According to Patrick Wittweiler, sustainability is a topic that must be shared
with others to keep the trend, be ethical and responsible: “it’s nasty if you would keep certain
things only for you because that’s not the idea behind sustainability.”. They have a massive
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opportunity to partner with other companies about digital ecology, learn from best practices,
and be more efficient and faster, especially when it is not their priority and specialty.
Coca-Cola HBC believes that merging digitalization and sustainability helps to find
the right solution (4). The head of sustainability believes that data helps understand consumer
needs and find the right solution to save energy and water. The head of digital, on the other
hand, states that they followed a green IT approach internally to improve their responsible
digital behavior:
“We did a green IT approach with my team, fa ew years back, and I need to look up this
website - there is a website we looked up: what can you do to decrease pollution from
an IT point of view? My team is partially, and we considered all the points it tells you
to improve or decrease electronic waste, and we started working on it locally. Let’s say
we tried to get rid of all the cables, all the chargers, we changed our cables, we did
POI, it’s Power Over the Internet, so we changed all the access points, with their old
POI, we get rid of their landlines, the phones landlines, we changed the screens now,
we have only one cable, all together” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
She is showing how they are step by step contributing to digital sobriety. They are even
moving to cloud solutions with their partner Apple, with a cloud platform running on renewable
energy.
Nowadays, companies are learning how to leverage platforms to convey digital
ecology (5), such as the gaming industry likely to reach an enormous scope in the digital field.
Thus, consumer brands need to study those platforms in more detail to leverage them
adequately: “Alarming, imagine how much time you spend on it. As a business we must think of
course how to use it, how to leverage those platforms to communicate to our customers”
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showing the opportunity organizations and companies have if they want to communicate in a
different way to consumers. The gaming industry is a growing market and targets a considerable
part of society, which would benefit companies if they would communicate throughout it.
Nevertheless, there is a greater likelihood that consumers interested in the topic will
be keener to investigate digital pollution and bring additional data to brands (6). Indeed,
it is a win-win situation for both the consumers and the companies, as:
“In terms of their needs, it is not only about communication but also to get some insights
and so on so there. It helps. It is also where you see that this is one of the areas where
we are theoretically quite a lot working on. For example, it is also in terms of getting
some data out of our processes” (Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola
HBC).
This entails bringing data to companies to better reach consumers’ needs, bringing
greater satisfaction in both ends.
However, as a company to implement digital ecology, they need a financially viable
project to earn money and have a reason to invest in this project (7), stating the difference
between them and an NGO: “it is also financially viable because this is always the link, so we
are not an NGO, we have to earn money” coming again to what Inès Leonarduzzi said with big
corporations not putting the risk in environmental projects if it isn’t financially viable and
bringing impact to their business. The head of Sustainability clearly says:
“You have to have a business case. And if this makes sense, yes. It is always to balance
the risks and the opportunities. But generally, of course, we also have proven that many
times in various activities, but it must work, so it must financially work as well, and
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that’s maybe a little tricky point” (Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, CocaCola HBC).

All the topics mentioned above bring us to the proper directions companies like CocaCola HBC could adopt to convey digital ecology:
Logically, to start implementing digital ecology, it must focus on specific initiatives
(8). Maté Varga tackled a few possibilities to communicate and build awareness of digital
ecology. For instance, data usage could be a new corporate social responsibility topic for
companies, which would mean if specific regulations about digital ecology are put in place, and
guidelines are set for companies. People will start to put the topic as a priority. Suppose it
becomes part of the company’s business model and corporate sustainability responsibility’s
strategy. In that case, consumers will believe that the concept is becoming real, such as adopting
a specific digital ecology certification. All those kinds of initiatives could be mainly
communicated through their main digital tools: social media and their website.
Then, brands could study how to develop their websites sustainably technological
advances and benefit from the selling experience. Brands are then called “eco-conception,”
which means how websites or digital devices can be conceived sustainably, saving as much
energy as possible without losing the esthetics of the website. Indeed, the NGO DFP has
collaborated with Baume et Mercier's consumer brand to sustain their website, benefiting their
sales and the environment. By doing so, they realized that:
“The more we designed the applications, the more sales we had because necessarily the
application is lighter, and therefore it loads faster and the number of times the picture
takes 1000 years to load, and people actualize their shopping cart. That's what we
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realized, so it was a great prism. I can address this to luxury houses by saying: the more
you're going to do digital ecology, the more you're going to be a winner” (Inès
Leonarduzzi).
Coca-Cola HBC could, in that sense, also consider partnering with DFP and concept
their website in a sustainable manner. Besides, digital pollution is generally represented by the
hardware waste of digital devices: “digital pollution is first, 70% of it is the manufacture of
electronic devices and their recycling. The bad ease of their recycling” (Inès Leonarduzzi). The
most polluting ones are electronic devices, cloud data storage, email, and artificial intelligence
from a tool perspective. Companies could start focusing on digitally sustainable ones and adapt
to eco-conception. They are the most connected devices, and artificial intelligence are big topics
inside Coca-Cola HBC’s production strategy. They have a pilot project called ‘Nora network’
which, would consist of connecting devices to allow communication between customers and
equipment remotely. It could be a first study focus to implement eco-conception.
With the growing pandemic, the brand mainly wants to communicate the negative
social impact of digital pollution (10) as it affects them more with the increasing usage of
digital devices. Indeed, they feel more concerned about learning and sharing knowledge about
the adverse social effects of digital pollution than the environmental one first, as they are
victims of this constant digital device use. They are constantly stuck to their digital devices at
home and work, harming the environment and mental health. The Head of Digital brought a
perfect illustration to it:
"I saw that there are different aspects as well, so the social part is also there, which is
also an interesting part of it, how isolated you become through technology, just see my
kids. So, I think it’s a big topic, and we need some help, guidelines, awareness, for all
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of us, as parents, as individuals or as employees or leaders, whatever, to deal with it"
(Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
Indeed, the social impact of digital pollution has become more tangible since Covid-19
started. Touching people through the social aspect could be more of success during this Corona
crisis times. People would feel more concerned and will quickly understand the problem behind
digital pollution.
Finally, as a consumer brand corporation, product placement would be a logical
option to investigate (11) to implement digital ecology. The brand is convinced that this option
could be beneficial to promote the concept. Coca-Cola HBC, for instance, gave an example of
another beverage brand using it:
“Product placements, I mean some game, like Monsters it also brings, it’s included in
many games as a product placement, it’s not a new way, but it is all a different way of
promoting a brand” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
Indeed, this way, brands could reach consumers more quickly depending on the digital
tool.
Those categories enabled me to answer research question 2, in a more structured way,
giving an idea of how companies could adopt digital ecology while keeping a good consumer
and selling experience. In the next section, the focus will be put on the precise relationship
between the NGO and the beverage company.
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4.3. How would the collaboration between the NGO and the consumer brand look
like?
4.3.1 Companies need to be accompanied to start adopting digital ecology
Companies not experts in the topic want to be accompanied to start in the right direction to start
adopting digital ecology. To do so, there are four approaches to have: (1) identify the trigger
points for companies, (2) adopt a follower approach, (3) recognize the right moment to start,
and (4) assure that the concept keeps being taught outside and inside the company.
Coca-Cola HBC wants to know the trigger points to start moving in the right
direction (1) to find the right strategy to move to digital ecology. As the Digital Head
mentioned, it is all about:
“How you can make us move, what are the trigger points, maybe you can think of that,
what are the trigger points for companies, like CBG (Conquest Beverage Group)
companies like us to start to move in any kind of direction. How to activate us? Do we
need, you know, everybody to jump on the streets and say we don’t want to see PET
bottles in the ocean to start our move, or is there a better way? an earlier way? (...)
what are the pillars, what is part, how to evaluate ourselves, are we awful or do we miss
something big?” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
This clearly states the support and consultancy the brand is awaiting from the NGO to
start a partnership and start adopting ecology. As they are not experts in the concept, they need
to know the proper means to get to the desired solution of digital sobriety.
Moreover, to implement digital ecology, the brand considers adopting a follower
approach (2) to manage communication. It means that they can’t prioritize topics on which
they are not experts as it is not their field of expertise, and thus need to see the positive results
of the initiative somewhere else first to adopt it in their turn:
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“I think in this area we are more of a follower. We are spending so much energy on so
many things. You cannot imagine how many things we are doing. We want to drive
things, projects you were working on, what you gave us was a good direction, we liked
it. So, this is something we want to drive, direct to consumers, direct to customers but
this kind of sustainability is more a follower approach” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital,
Coca-Cola HBC).
Instead, they would rely on partners with brands specializing in digitalization,
sustainability, or promoting digital ecology topics to ensure what they are doing. As Coca-Cola
HBC is already actively adopting sustainability with all their suppliers, they would like to have
the same support from the NGO with clear guidelines.
Besides, there is a need where the brand needs to recognize the right moment to start
adopting digital ecology (3). Coca-Cola HBC considers digitalization as an economic resource
saver, allowing them to be, for instance, more efficient and intelligent about productivity, which
would, in that sense, be a huge opportunity to consider mixing it with sustainability (M. Varga).
Indeed, Sustainability is, for them, an exponential curve. It starts slowly and then becomes
hygienic once everyone adopts it:
“There is a certain period when the awareness of the population is growing, then they
realize ‘ah the company is a help,’ then you get a certain moment where you are ahead,
and very soon everybody is doing it, and it’s a hygienic factor” (Maté Varga, Head of
Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
The reason why awareness of the concept takes time is “it is currently the new reality
which people just started to get in.” The brand wants to reach that moment where digital
ecology would have an economic benefit to implement. The NGO could, in that sense, support
them to identify the right moment to start adopting it to be on time and successful.
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Finally, once the moment arrives to implement digital ecology, the brand needs to
ensure that the concept is taught outside and inside the company (4) (M. Varga). One of the
reasons is that they perceive that people are not ready to change their behavior to act in a
different digital ecology manner: “I believe they are not yet ready to change that course again
or adopt in order in a different way” (Patrick Wittweiler, Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola
HBC). Thus, before asking its respective consumers to adopt a new concept, the company
should ensure that its staff knows about the topic and master it properly. Indeed, the more the
employees are aligned with the vision and strategy of the company, the more likely consumers
will change their behavior accordingly. It will not only trigger a better brand’s credibility, but
it will also improve the assurance of the reliability of the concept the company is
communicating about.
After having accompanied the brand in the right direction, it is crucial to discuss the
success factors the digital ecology’s implementation should represent.

4.3.2 How to successfully convey digital ecology in adverse brand contexts
Implementing digital ecology differs from company to company. In our case, we analyzed the
consumer industry and successfully partnered with the NGO conveying digital ecology. If we
had to adopt a proper implementation phase step by step, it would look as if it met success.
Let’s study a few starting points: (1) teach the brand about its role in digitalization to (2)
improve its reputation by partnering with the NGO, (3) being trusted by its consumers, (4) and
bring mutual benefit in terms of knowledge and opportunities. To finish with, the partnership
could be started (5) by organizing an awareness session and (6) launching an audit of their
business to (7) state their perseverance in always doing better.
When we come to the adoption topic of digital ecology, Coca-Cola HBC is curious to
know what the opposing sides would be in terms of technology. Their product is not digital,
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and only half of the employees use it in their work environment (P. Wittweiler). Indeed, the
organization wants and needs to be taught about its role in digitalization (1) to leverage
technology successfully and responsibly (M. Varga). In more powerful words, they want to be
the first movers in the field as a beverage company: “wanting to be some first movers because
we see an advantage from that side. And I’m personally really committed” (P. Wittweiler). This
is the good spirit to adopt as a fast-moving consumer brand if they want to work on digital
ecology. For the NGO, it is positive to know that Coca-Cola HBC believes in the merger of
digitalization and sustainability. The brand uses digitalization in their daily working routine to
get insights from consumers and gather scientific facts about saving energy and water (P.
Wittweiler). In that sense, DFP should take advantage of their active digital use to help them
better understand their digital ecology impact. Thus, as an example of a starting point, the NGO
could analyze their dark patterns in terms of digital pollution. Looking are the features that trick
users into doing things they might not want to do but benefit the business (Patterns.org, 2021).
For instance, identifying those patterns would avoid polluting their website with useless data
and create a more significant and successful consumer experience.
Once the brand knows about its digital impact, it can increase its reputation by
partnering with the NGO (2). For instance, as a partnership's first initiative, they would like
to get a carbon footprint measure of their digital devices. This is something they would like to
see happening by the end of the year 2021, as well as being put in contact with the NGO and
start working on it:
“Yes, definitely, it’s technically something to look at. Maybe not in the next 2 to 3 next
months because currently, our focus is the science-based target - we want to set for the
Swiss organization, so we are already committed as a group structure - but we want to
have our own for Switzerland. But yes, it is something, if you could connect me but
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maybe in the 2nd half of this year. It would be of interest to us” (Patrick Wittweiler,
Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola HBC).
The brand is motivated to widen its partner network to increase its notoriety in the digital
ecology field. Partnering up with brands is already something the company has been doing in
the past few years, such as Climeworks. It took them nine years and helped them be recognized
and sustainable: “working with a Swiss start-up, Climeworks, they are collecting CO2 out of
the air. This is one of the projects” (P. Wittweiler). It highlights that partnering is a success
factor for the consumer brand to gain reputation and their conveying topic.
Moreover, the brand wants to be fully transparent while communicating about digital
ecology to society, in a sense that they want to be trusted by its consumers (3). Even if it
would mean sharing about the worst cases, people need to know and feel concerned to realize
and start acting. Every company should learn and set its standards to communicate and educate
about technology (M. Varga). They are showing their willingness to take risks to adopt digital
ecology. For instance, DFP succeeded in building trust among French society. Coca-Cola HBC,
on its side, managed to get recognition from their Swiss consumers due to all their sustainable
initiatives and partnerships. They consider themselves “a step ahead of many companies and
many competitors” (P. Wittweiler). This is an opportunity for the brand to adopt digital ecology
and get a positive return from its Swiss consumers.
Furthermore, both the NGO and the consumer brand will have a mutual benefit in
terms of knowledge and opportunities (4). Taking the example of the product placement
strategy in the gaming industry, the beverage brand sees it as an opportunity to promote digital
ecology, besides using their social media and website. Indeed, product placement is something
drastically used in video games to promote a specific product to consumers. The gaming
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industry is a vast market that could reach an enormous scope to communicate about digital
ecology as it is alarming how much time some customers are spending on those games:
“We recently heard about the gaming industry, how it is. For me, it's scary, I’m not a
gamer, obviously, but it’s way bigger than any other industry on the market. Apple in
Switzerland is spending over 1.5 hours on gaming on average in the next few years. I
think now it's one, and it's going to go until 1.5 in 3 years. Alarming, imagine how much
time you spend on it. As a business, we must think, of course, how to use it, how to
leverage those platforms to communicate to our customers, is one thing. At the same
time, people, kids are sitting, not just kids, adults are sitting hours and hours on top of
their daily job, like you and me talking now in front of a screen on gaming instead of
going out, instead of playing football or doing whatever. So, I think we need some
guidelines” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
Indeed, those platforms are an opportunity for the brand to leverage. However, it is not
easy to leverage them without guidelines. It must be studied before use, especially if we want
to go with product placements, as “it is included in many games as a product placement, it’s
not a new way, but it is all a different way of promoting a brand” (Maté Varga). Thus, the
proper data placement could be another new corporate social responsibility topic for companies,
knowing how and where to use it. Not only will the brand learn on this new platform but the
NGO itself as well, beneficial for the knowledge of both actors.
To finish with concrete initiatives and launch the partnership between the NGO and the
beverage company, the logical path would be to organize an awareness session (5) to precisely
know what the topic is about and what their partners are doing. Coca-Cola HBC stated its
interest in having this session with the NGO:
“Awareness sessions with them would be interesting and if we can say, or if they can
help us understand what they do with our partners, so at least we start to have an
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understanding that our partners are that way, and at least we see the picture of what is
in this topic. We get some light in the darkroom. And then we can see what we want to
do with it” (Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
A lot of their partners are digital giants. They are already dealing with digital ecology.
Thus, the beverage brand would like to understand better their actions to feel more concerned
about the topic and implement it without any doubts in their turn.
After awareness would come to the concrete audit launch of their business (6) with
the NGO, to better understand where Coca-Cola HBC is and especially if compared to other
similar brands, they are well on track on this whole digital ecology side. Coca-Cola HBC itself
stated the following:
“An audit would be interesting, an audit of ourselves, understand where we are, maybe
have a benchmark compared to others, maybe it could be an interesting starting point.
Usually, it’s what they do. If we start with cyber-security or whatever, you always do
an internal assessment, and then we, or external assessment, doesn’t matter. And then
we try to see where we are. Are we way behind or far away? Now we are on track?”
(Maté Varga, Head of Digital, Coca-Cola HBC).
Finally, like a closing argument, both the consumer company and the NGO have a point
in common: their perseverance in always doing better (7), which is crucial to communicating
about digital ecology. M. Varga considers that Coca-Cola HBC is a digital immigrant as they
started as a non-digital company and are now adopting and keeping up the trend. Indeed, their
strategy is driven by a detailed and optimistic goal achievement, always trying to do better,
pretty like the NGO’s one, fitting them quite well together from the spirit: “We increase the bar
from year to year, so that’s deeply in our DNA” (Patrick Wittweiler). What makes Coca-Cola
HBC so optimistic is their seniority and expertise in the beverage sector, as it gives them not
only knowledge to move faster but also helps them to take the excellent direction knowing their
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limits already: “I believably have the advantage of the knowledge and that we can do certain
things, also because we are like the big companies'', characterizing them as believers. Having
interviewed only leaders with more than 20 years of professional experience, they know that
processes must be improved to make change ana d see accurate results: “being in the leadership
or any employee in the organization I think we all do something to improve it” (Maté Varga).
Perseverance has shown success with the NGO already. Thus, there are only high
chances that this makes the consumer brand succeed in promoting digital ecology.
All the steps mentioned above could be considered starting points for a prosperous
mutual partnership between the NGO and the beverage company, which could be repeated for
any other consumer brand.
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5. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. Answering the research questions
This research extends the current literature regarding the understanding of the relation between
being digitally responsible and being technologically advanced, focusing on the fast-moving
consumer sector. It has brought information on the activism and NGO field, the digital pollution
concept, and the already existing and growing sensibilization among professionals and
consumers. Relationship management between activists and companies is not a challenge
anymore. It is done easier as the topic is starting to get heard. The focus also has been on the
company's digital communication tools and reliable digital solutions. Through the realization
of the interviews, I could get new insight on existing initiatives and partnerships between
Digital for The Planet and the fast-moving consumer sector and get an idea of the current status
of digital use inside companies, illustrated by views of sustainable solutions.

To remind the research questions:
(1) How can NGOs promote less digital pollution in adverse brand contexts?
(2) How can consumer brands act more digitally sustainable while keeping their
technological advances and customer experience expertise?
Let’s deep dive into the evaluation of both research questions:

5.2. NGO promoting less digital pollution inside the consumer industry
With the results of our qualitative analysis, we came to several levels of perception:
The NGO must anchor market perceptions to communicate correctly about digital ecology,
frame the issue perfectly, customize the speech to the specific audience, and message cultural
localization. However, to move forward quicker, it must turn the intangible tangible, accept
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change attitudes along the way and establish constant credibility to the message it conveys to
society and companies.
Thus, the NGO will manage to promote less digital pollution inside the consumer
industry while winning awareness and adopting the concept by consulting and auditing the
partners it is working with.

This brings us to the answering of my research question 1.

5.3. Consumer brands adopting a sustainable numerical use
Adopting digital sobriety for consumer brands can only be done once challenges have been
evaluated and the brand status quo has been studied. Then they must rely on the way the NGO
has been communicating about digital ecology by approaching early adopters, gaining
credibility through leaders, adopting cross-channel communication, and being fully transparent
while conveying any information supporting digital and ecology.
With those results, the implementation strategy could have been built looking like the
following:
1) Enabling scalable data for society through KPIs
2) Invest time and money in the project to see fruitful results
3) Partner with other consumer brands to have faster results
4) Merge digitalization and sustainable solutions
5) Learn how to leverage the newest platforms to be on the latest trend
6) Partner with consumers to gather additional opinions about the concept
7) Find a financially viable argument to invest in the project
8) Start launching initiatives to get first results and interpret them
9) Study the eco-conception of websites
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10) Start with sharing the most apparent social downsides of digitalization with consumers
to get their attention in Covid-19 times
11) As a consumer brand, study the product placement option to start implementing digital
ecology
Indeed, it is a long way to reach complete digital sobriety. However, being digitally
sustainable doesn’t mean being perfect but entails constantly improving a brand’s digital habits
by being sustainable and making every initiative look greener and greener. In that sense, every
consumer brand can start acting digitally sustainable by taking their preferred area of focus and
implementing a few steps to begin adopting the concept. Only time will make them improve
their habits and keep continuing to make their digital activities greener.

This brings us to the answering of my research question 2.

5.4. A successful partnership between the NGO and the consumer brand
It is beneficial to partner between digital pollution activists and fast-moving consumer players,
having an enormous role in nowadays’ digital transition. In that, way the most logical starting
point would be either to get an awareness session about their negative and positive impact of
digitalization on their business, to continue with an audit of their business, studying their ecoconception of digital tools, respecting the ecological transition and improve their
communication strategy via new platforms to reach a more extensive scope of consumers, such
as product placement in the gaming industry, where beverages are often featured. All those little
efforts will drive brands and their respective consumers to be greener and adopt small digital
sobriety steps on their daily routine.
The above case study gave me starting points for a potential partnership between the NGO
and the consumer brand. As the chosen consumer brand is Swiss, it would benefit the NGO to
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continue looking at the Swiss market, which is crucial to implementing digital ecology. Indeed,
Switzerland is an advanced country, having already multiple organizations studying the matter
of greater digital sobriety. Besides, the NGO has already worked with a Swiss consumer brand
based in Geneva, which turned out to be successful. Thus, as Geneva is the second most
populous city of Switzerland, where countries negotiate delicate concerns, such as
technological developments, environmental and societal impacts, and with the presence of the
United Nations, the NGO should continue partnering with Swiss brands (Watch, 2021).
This brings us to fill the gap of our research on fighting digital pollution in adverse
brand contexts.
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6. LIMITATIONS OF METHODOLOGY AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The qualitative study shows some limitations. Since I decided to interview consumer brands, I
had limited findings, giving me only a narrowed set of results for the specific consumer field.
Besides, I encountered difficulties in reaching the desired interviewees. Despite several emails
and points of contact, I haven’t received any response from a few actors. If I had had all my
requested interviewees, the study could have had an enormous result with additional
information about other brand strategies and fields. For instance, I tried to contact the leading
digital ecology partner the NGO has been working with, and I could never reach them properly.
This partner would have given me a lot more information on the topic, especially regarding the
implementation of digital ecology inside companies, which has been the main topic of my
research.
Moreover, I could have gone directly to some companies’ offices or shops to ask for
potential interviews. However, due to the overall sanitary pandemic, the conditions didn’t give
me the possibility and freedom to talk to the companies face-to-face. Indeed, the COVID-19
also impacted my research, unfortunately, not in terms of means of contact for the interviews
but rather in terms of ease of access to the targeted interviewees. In addition, as the topic chosen
is new and constantly growing, the lack of awareness and resources impacted the quality of the
findings from the interviews. Research shows that information is lacking, and most of the
professionals don’t know about the topic and thus can’t relate or give enough opinion or
suggestions to my research. This is probably also one of the reasons why a few professionals
didn’t answer my emails to run interviews. However, the interview guide was quite general to
allow as many people as possible to participate.
From the point of view of the analysis of the results, I sometimes encountered problems
correctly answering questions, as the findings from the interviews were not particularly
responding to my hard research questions.
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It would be interesting in future research to ask experts or digital and environmental
professionals their opinions on the subject. This would allow for a comparison from a content
perspective since only the NGO and the consumer company participated in the interviews. An
expert opinion would allow a more thorough and detailed analysis, comparing scientific
thoughts to personal views. I tried to narrow my research to only digital and sustainability
experts, how. However, the type of company limited the specific technology vocabulary as the
company’s main product is not digital but physical.
Finally, future research could analyze the websites directly or digital tools of the actors
interviewed to bring more technical findings, deducing the strengths and weaknesses of each
one, to compare them better, and use them as a starting point for analysis and recommendations.
Running a survey to get consumer’s opinions on the subject and asking them a few
interpretation topics related to the brands could have given us a better direction to go to and
study specific aspects of the brand strategies.
I strongly hope to provide academic knowledge about sustainable numerical use
worldwide among society and companies, drawing recommendations and improvements for
fast-moving consumer managers.
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7. CONCLUSION
The existing literature on digital sustainability and the fast-moving consumer industry has led
us to understand a research gap. There are few articles on responsible digital use among
companies. The topic of digital pollution and ecology are well known, but no genuine initiative
has yet been developed among consumer players. Thus, I thought it would be fascinating to dig
deeper into this subject. The fast-moving consumer industry represents a highly digitalized and
competitive market with strong and established brands, moving fast and innovating constantly.
In 2021, the decarbonization of our economy is acute, accentuated by the sanitary crisis, even
an emergency for the climate and the preservation of our environments. It is up to each of our
organizations to act for their survival and ours. Thus, businesses can become key players in this
change. But to do so, they must transform themselves.
To launch the first operational initiatives, consumer brands must identify the channels
that have the most significant impact in terms of CO₂ emissions. To start acting, brands must
set an ambition that highlights the contribution to reducing digital pollution, partnering with
other sustainable actors like NGOs. It is a challenge to promote digital ecology in consumer
goods companies, but it is possible to start changing the way they operate by thinking beyond.
Another topic to be explored is looking for real case studies in which consumer brands
have already partnered with activists to fight digital pollution, in order to put into practice or
confirm what has been written throughout this dissertation.
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9. APPENDIX
9.1. Interview guides
9.1.1 Interview #1 with Inès Leonarduzzi, CEO of Digital For The Planet
Theme 1: Digital Pollution & Digital Activism
1. To begin, how would you define your success as a "clean digital advocate", i.e., through
which actions has Digital For The Planet (DFP) been most successful? What obstacles
have you encountered along the way to becoming a public figure in society?
2. If I have understood correctly, DFP now wishes to focus more on the adoption strategy
of companies and not only on the dissemination of the concept of digital pollution to
the general public? So, what are DFP's main communication strategies? As a public
figure now, is there a differentiation between communication aimed at professionals
and communication aimed at individuals?
3. Given the size and nature of the organization (NGO), how do you manage to make your
voice heard?
4. Are there competitors, acting as whistleblowers or awareness raisers, addressing the
same cause as DFP? If so, who are they and what is DFP's competitive advantage?
5. As an NGO, how do you finance your activities? What is the DFP business model?
6. Being an admirer of digital technologies, as you mentioned many times in interviews,
why did you move to create an NGO and not a company to develop better digital tools
like your PLANA application and thus have more impact from a collaborative and
professional point of view?
7. Where is DFP currently located on the trajectory you have set? Where do you see DFP
in five years?
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Theme 2: Level of Perception and Current Adoption Level
8. Since the existence of DFP, have you perceived any major changes in the evolution of
mentalities, within society, in the awareness of the population, both professionals and
individuals?
9.
1. If you were to rank countries in terms of their current level of perception of the
growing problem of digital pollution, which countries would be in the top 3 and
which regions would be the least aware, internationally?
2. Same question for the level of adoption of actions leading to the improvement
of the environment about the way in which digital technology is used?
10. What are the next steps for DFP to improve the perception and take-up of digital ecology
among consumers and businesses alike?
1. I ask this question because I always perceive a weak consideration of the
problem within my entourage, especially internationally & especially that most
people when I mention the term digital pollution, do not understand what it is
about. Do you thus have more international terms or terms that can be adapted
to different countries or even cultures?
2. Having already begun to develop a better global awareness of the subject, in
Germany, South Africa and Australia, do you have the objective of continuing
to develop internationally, and if so, which countries seem to you the most
pressing and why?
11. Moreover, 73% of French consumers have never heard of digital ecology. What do you
think is the area or sector in which the communication of the topic could have more
positive and evolving results?
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12. What precisely are the main obstacles to this intensification of perception and thus to a
better use of digital technology in general?
13. Regarding corporate strategies, what do you think is digitally responsible?

Theme 3: The luxury sector and its progress in terms of digital ecology
14. In order to switch to the specialization of my thesis, I would like to know if DFP has
already conducted studies on digital pollution within the luxury sector? If so, what have
been the main results, both challenging but also promising in terms of digital ecology?
15. I saw that you had entered a partnership with Baume Watches at the end of last year.
1. Do you have other luxury sector partners within DFP? If so, which ones?
2. How is your current collaboration with Baume Watches going, what have been
the main improvements in relation to their digital use?
3. Do you have any future projects in progress?
16. How do you consider that luxury companies perceive digital pollution and if it is already
one of their priorities within the design of their digital tools and their digital
communication strategy?
17. To what extent do you consider possible the more responsible use of digital technology
within luxury companies, as for example for the big group LVMH for which you worked
a few years ago?
18. Luxury is particularly focused on technological advancement, especially within their
communication and sales strategies, such as L'Oréal with their growing use of artificial
intelligence or Chanel via its positioning as a leader in media strategy on its social
networks. Do you think this could be a drag on a more responsible use of digital
technology?
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19. It is often said that the world of luxury rhymes with elitism and daydreaming, yet behind
the scenes of the conception of its media strategies lies a taboo part. In your opinion,
what is the most polluting digital tool within luxury companies?
20. What responsible solutions would you adopt as a luxury brand, which would keep a
certain balance between ecology and technological progress?
21. Which digital tool do you think is the most appropriate to adopt a more eco-responsible
digital

use

within

luxury

companies?

(eco-design,

publishing,

production,

communication or extraction, etc.).
22. If thou were to give an example of a digitally responsible luxury brand, even “role
model”, and another digitally irresponsible one, what would they be? Do you think that
these have different digital strategies and so could be used for an interesting comparison,
to be used in a survey dedicated to their consumers?

Theme 4: Next steps for a better digital use within luxury brands and their customer
relationships
23. Regarding luxury, according to a famous author, Seth Gothin: "Consumers no longer
buy goods and services. They buy experiences, stories and magic". Do you agree with
this point of view regarding the sale of luxury goods? Do you consider that a luxury
brand can keep its aesthetic and dreamy side within their digital usage while respecting
the environment and a good customer experience?
24. In your opinion, what would be the most appropriate strategy for a luxury brand to
communicate about digital ecology to its consumers while keeping a credible and selling
side of its brand image?
25. Finally, what do you think are the next indispensable/ essential steps for a better digital
use within luxury brands and their customer relations?
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9.1.2 Interview #2 (asynchronous) with Inès Leonarduzzi
How advocates act: Being a woman, how to come out of the crowd in such masculine fields?
1.
(technology)
2. Are you achieving your goals as an advocate and in what sense?
Did you change practices in the middle of the process? When are you celebrating your
3.
success? To which occasions?
Have you succeeded well in the gradual communication about the topic? What has better
4.
worked?
How do you measure the degree of awareness and adoption of countries? Any specific tools
5.
or indexes?
In what sense does the awareness and adoption of countries bring you benefit inside your
6.
organization?
Have you seen sales evolving for Baume et Mercier since you collaborated and
7.
implemented a better sustainable website? Do you think it was beneficial for them?
Regarding implemented tools to support companies with digital ecology habits, how far is
8.
the PLANA project? Is it still a focus?
Do you think there is a difference of adoption & implementation timing between exclusive
brands such as in the luxury sector and the more accessible and fast-moving consumer goods
9. companies? Do you think as FMCG companies there will change & adopt sustainable digital
changes internally and externally more rapidly than exclusive luxury companies? (As
tradition & uniqueness is more part of luxury companies).
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9.1.3 Interview #3 with Head of Sustainability, Coca-Cola HBC

Theme 1: Sustainability & Digitalisation:
1. To begin with and have a better understanding of your company, how would you define your
current status in terms of sustainability?
2. How are you actually communicating about sustainability?
3. Being a big structure, I guess that you are not encountering any difficulty to make your voice
heard? Or have you encountered any challenges? Asking that as sometimes people see CocaCola as a giant polluter? How are you dealing with that perception?
4. What would you say is your competitive advantage in terms of sustainability compared to
other companies?
5. Do you think sustainability can be merged to digitalisation? If yes, could you give me
examples of initiatives?
6. Where is Coca-Cola HBC currently located on the sustainability trajectory you have set?
Where do you see Coca-Cola in five years in terms of sustainability & digital technologies
advances?

Theme 2: Digital pollution/ ecology awareness & perception:
7. Now going into the specific topic, have you actually ever heard about digital pollution or
digital ecology?
8. Saying all that, how would you define being digitally responsible?
9. Have you ever heard about the French NGO Digital For The Planet? or about any other NGO
or organisation communicating on this topic before?
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10. How do you see yourselves in terms of digital pollution? Would you say you are
contributing to it? Would you consider Coca-Cola as digitally responsible?
11. Would you consider that you are doing Greenwashing?
12. According to the economist Eric Vidalenc, digitization hides all the negative facets of digital
tools. Education is important to build consumer awareness about digital pollution: "make the
invisible visible" he says - e.g., it can be apps that promote understanding, with a much lower
environmental impact. Do YOU have any experiences or initiatives you have run/ built to adopt
this kind of awareness? could also be in terms of website design/ conception, maintenance and
support, governance, e-content, search engines (SEO and SEM), analytics, etc
13. (if not already acting) After understanding the concept, how do you perceive digital
ecology? Do you think it is something feasible and that Coca-Cola could adopt? Which tool/
field would you put focus on to adopt a more responsible numerical use? Which one do you
think would be the most easy to adapt/ change?
14. Have you perceived any major changes or need in the evolution of mentalities, within
society, in the awareness of the population, both professionals and individuals? in terms of
responsible numerical use?
15. Do you think digital ecology would be something helping you to grow and being positively
perceived by consumers? Or do you think they would be any major obstacles?

Theme 3: The FMCG sector, is it a collaborative environment willing to adopt digital
ecology?
16. Are you collaborating with other consumer brands in terms of sustainability? Do you see
collaboration as a fruitful concept to combine knowledge, create value and grow?
17. Would you consider doing a partnership with another brand/ NGO to adopt a more
responsible digital use?
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18. Do you see a challenge of implementation as a big corporation? As most of the time
sustainable reflection and action come easier and faster for smaller structures, where
governance is much simpler. As we are here talking about a long-term investment to a better
numerical use. Would you still be willing to adopt digital ecology inside the company?
If yes, which digital tool do you think is the most appropriate to adopt a more eco-responsible
digital use within consumer companies? (eco-design, publishing, production, communication
or extraction, etc.). Could also be tools helping to adopt sustainable habits or actions!! tracking
etc. What about blockchain technology: to trace the origin of products, for example. Would you
start internally or externally?
19. Consumers in general are having growing demand and expectations, do you think the Swiss
population would perceive it as a need or interest, if Coca-Cola would adopt it or communicate
on it? As Switzerland is relying a lot on sustainability. Or would you rename the concept
differently (digital ecology)?
20. Is there any brand popping up to your mind when thinking about digitally responsible and
even one for digitally irresponsible? Or which kind of brand would you think would be the most
advanced in that field? Do you think that these have different digital strategies?
21. As closing words, would you be interested in moving forward with the concept or curious
to discover the current eco-conception status of your website for example? I could put you in
contact with the NGO working on that if you would like to build a partnership and start doing
change in that field. Are you going to consider that topic?
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9.1.4 Interview #4 with Head of Digitalisation, Coca-Cola HBC

Theme 1: Sustainability & Digitalisation:
1. To begin with and have a better understanding of your company, how would you define your
current status in terms of digitalization?
2. How are you communicating about digitized processes? What are your most digitized
processes?
3. Being a big structure, I guess that you are not encountering any difficulty to make your voice
heard? Or have you encountered any challenges? Asking that as sometimes people see CocaCola as a giant polluter? How are you dealing with that perception?
4. What would you say is your competitive advantage in terms of digitalization compared to
other companies?
5. Do you think sustainability can be merged to digitalisation? If yes, could you give me
examples of initiatives?
6. Where is Coca-Cola HBC currently located on the sustainability trajectory you have set?
Where do you see Coca-Cola in five years in terms of sustainability & digital technologies
advances?

Theme 2: Digital pollution/ ecology awareness & perception:
7. Now going into the specific topic, have you actually ever heard about digital pollution or
digital ecology?
8. Saying all that, how would you define being digitally responsible?
9. Have you ever heard about the French NGO Digital For The Planet? or about any other NGO
or organisation communicating on this topic before?
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10. How do you see yourselves in terms of digital pollution? Would you say you are
contributing to it? Would you consider Coca-Cola as digitally responsible?
11. Would you consider that you are doing Greenwashing?
12. According to the economist Eric Vidalenc, digitization hides all the negative facets of digital
tools. Education is important to build consumer awareness about digital pollution: "make the
invisible visible" he says - e.g., it can be apps that promote understanding, with a much lower
environmental impact. Do YOU have any experiences or initiatives you have run/ built to adopt
this kind of awareness? could also be in terms of website design/ conception, maintenance and
support, governance, e-content, search engines (SEO and SEM), analytics, etc
13. (if not already acting) After understanding the concept, how do you perceive digital
ecology? Do you think it is something feasible and that Coca-Cola could adopt? Which tool/
field would you put focus on to adopt a more responsible numerical use? Which one do you
think would be the most easy to adapt/ change?
14. Have you perceived any major changes or need in the evolution of mentalities, within
society, in the awareness of the population, both professionals and individuals? in terms of
responsible numerical use?
15. Do you think digital ecology would be something helping you to grow and being positively
perceived by consumers? Or do you think they would be any major obstacles?

Theme 3: The FMCG sector, is it a collaborative environment willing to adopt digital
ecology?
16. Are you collaborating with other consumer brands in terms of sustainability? Do you see
collaboration as a fruitful concept to combine knowledge, create value and grow?
17. Would you consider doing a partnership with another brand/ NGO to adopt a more
responsible digital use?
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18. Do you see a challenge of implementation as a big corporation? As most of the time
sustainable reflection and action come easier and faster for smaller structures, where
governance is much simpler. As we are here talking about a long-term investment to a better
numerical use. Would you still be willing to adopt digital ecology inside the company?
If yes, which digital tool do you think is the most appropriate to adopt a more eco-responsible
digital use within consumer companies? (eco-design, publishing, production, communication
or extraction, etc.). Could also be tools helping to adopt sustainable habits or actions!! tracking
etc. What about blockchain technology: to trace the origin of products, for example. Would you
start internally or externally?
19. Consumers in general are having growing demand and expectations, do you think the Swiss
population would perceive it as a need or interest, if Coca-Cola would adopt it or communicate
on it? As Switzerland is relying a lot on sustainability. Or would you rename the concept
differently (digital ecology)?
20. Is there any brand popping up to your mind when thinking about digitally responsible and
even one for digitally irresponsible? Or which kind of brand would you think would be the most
advanced in that field? Do you think that these have different digital strategies?
21. As closing words, would you be interested in moving forward with the concept or curious
to discover the current eco-conception status of your website for example? I could put you in
contact with the NGO working on that if you would like to build a partnership and start doing
change in that field. Are you going to consider that topic?

